Who made golfing history at the castle?

ONE of these women – Tracy Skinner of Kingswood, left, and Louise Phillipou of Broomfield – recently made an interesting piece of golfing history on the nine-hole golf course at Leeds Castle.

Find out who did it, and how, on page 3

Medical centre ‘still has room to improve’

A MEDICAL facility has begun the long road to recovery after being placed in special measures a year ago.

The most recent inspection by the Care Quality Commission (CQC) shows the Staplehurst Health Centre, which serves 5,500 people, still “requires improvement”.

The CQC report, published on September 18, said, among many findings, the practice’s procedures put its patients at risk.

The surgery was placed into special measures in November 2017, and was ordered to improve or lose its registration.

The latest CQC report says: “The systems, processes and practices did not always keep people safeguarded from abuse. Patients were at risk of harm due to medicines management procedures not always being implemented effectively.

“Improvements had been made to the way in which significant events were being investigated and recorded. However, the practice was unable to demonstrate that they recorded these appropriately, as well as learned from and made improvements when things went wrong.

“Patients did not always find the appointment system easy to use and reported that they were not able to access care when they needed it.”

The areas where the CQC made clear the practice must make improvements, as they are in breach of regulations, are in ensuring care and treatment are provided in a safe way to patients. There should also be effective systems and procedures to prevent those using the service from being abused, and to ensure the practice provides care that is up to the fundamental governance standards.

Despite these negative points, the report did find the practice had an action plan to improve quality and was in the process of reviewing the timeliness of the care provided.

It also found that staff treated patients with compassion, kindness, dignity and respect, and there was a strong focus on continuous learning and improvement at all levels of the practice.

Staplehurst Health Centre was approached by Downs Mail for a comment but there was no response.

News

Worrying development
CONCERNS are growing about the level of traffic in Coxheath once another housing development is built.

Vicar criticises MBC
A VICAR has attacked the borough council for its mass house-building plans.

Care agency report
A CARE agency in Boughton Monchelsea has been rated as requiring improvement.

Tesco bus withdrawn
A FREE bus service to Tesco in Ashford from Headcorn has been halted.

Panto cast sails in
THE cast of the Hazlitt Theatre panto has sailed into the county town.

Obituaries

Crime Reports

Parish Councils

There have been complaints of noise from pubs in Loose; a pothole appeared in the road leading to the rail station at Marden; Chart Sutton, which is considering a Lorry Watch scheme, was told by Leeds it lacks Kent Police support; street names were agreed in Coxheath; new member Jane Butler joined at Loose.

Comment
Order now for installation before Christmas

Quick & Easy way to upgrade your kitchen...

simply cover the worktops
replace the doors and drawer fronts
for a whole new look!

Special Limited Offer
Hurry - Don't miss out!

FREE Sink & Tap worth
up to £300

To claim this voucher simply present at our showroom or call 01622 469 541 quoting voucher code FREEE300

Opening hours:
9am - 5pm Monday to Friday
9am - 5.30pm Saturday
10.30am - 4.30pm Sunday

Maidstone Showroom:
Notcutts Garden Centre,
Newharn Court Shopping Village,
Bearsed Road, Kent ME14 5LH

Before
Don't just take of word for it

“Beautiful worktop laid over my existing granite. It transformed my kitchen and it was installed very professionally. It has been much admired by visitors who commented on how brillant the finish is.” Miss L - Kent

After
In a matter of hours

Transforming your old kitchen does not have to be stressful, as we have the products and expertise to make it within just a few hours, simply by replacing the door and worktops - no mess - no fuss.

Worktops
The top that fits on top

With over 1 Million installations globally, our worktops are the market leaders in terms of stunning styles and durability. Plus all our worktops come with an industry leading 10 Year Guarantee for peace of mind.

Call: 01622 469 541 Quoting Code FREEE300
Visit: trend-maidstone.co.uk or: visit our showroom

*Free sink and tap up to the value of £300, with all kitchen orders over £2,900. Offer ends 31/12/2018. Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Louise’s hole in one is a castle first for women

THERE is a saying in golf that the more you practise, the luckier you get.

But for one local woman, who took up the sport a few years back to spend more time with her husband, a treasured hole in one was a mix of graft, craft and a dash of good fortune.

Louise Phillippou is thought to be the first woman to achieve the sport’s most sought-after prize at the picturesque nine-hole course overlooking Leeds Castle.

She was attempting the 118-yard fourth hole with golfing partner Tracy Skinner, of Kingswood, when the 38,000:1 shot trickled in off the pin.

Louise, (49), mum of two teenage girls at Invicta Grammar School, said: “I was having a pretty bad round and said to Tracy to stop scoring me and that I’d just practise some strokes. She took out her Thermos flask and poured herself a cup of tea, while I lined up the shot on the fourth. I was sort of concentrating on the follow-through and hit the tee shot.”

“Tracy said: ‘That looks like a good one’ and we both reckoned it would land on the green. The ball then trickled across the green, hit the pin and went in. Tracy just threw her arms in the air and called to the people near us: ‘She’s got a hole in one!’ I just couldn’t believe it. It was such a good feeling.”

Louise, who lives in Broomfield with her husband Steve (43), a business development manager, took up golf four years ago.

She added: “He’s been playing golf since he was 11 and he plays a lot, so I took it up so that I could see more of him. He won’t play tennis against me because he knows he can’t win. But he has never had a hole in one!”

Louise said she was playing badly on August 31 because her mind was preoccupied with a tennis tournament – the ladies’ doubles final – the following day at Bearsted. She said: “We won that match – so it was a fantastic weekend of sport all round.”

Husband Steve said: “It is such an achievement and I’m pleased for her – if a little jealous.”

Louise claims she has been promised a plaque in the Leeds Castle clubhouse to mark her achievement. Leeds Castle pro Steve Purves (51) said the chance of hitting a hole in one is around 38,000:1.

Nurse’s story

HEADCORN Active Retirement Association’s meeting will hear about wartime nurse Edith Cavell.

HeadARA meets at 2pm on the third Tuesday of the month in the Andred Hall at Headcorn village hall, providing guest speakers and entertainment for the over-50s.

On October 9, Melanie Gibson-Barton will talk about the British nurse shot by a German firing squad, in spite of her life-saving work treating soldiers from both sides without discrimination during World War I.

For more details about the association and the activities and trips it organises, email jennygore@btinternet.com.

Florist’s closes

A FLORIST’S shop which has traded in Coxheath for many years has closed down and is set to become a barber shop.

Flowers of Distinction, which offered a wide range of floral arrangements, has closed its doors after the owner sold the business.

A notice in the window of the store states that it will now become a barber shop. There is currently just one hairdresser in the village.

In Advance: Adults: £6.00 Seniors: £5.00
At the Event: Adults £7.00 Seniors £6.00
(telephone & online bookings are subject to a 7dp handling fee – this is per order not per ticket)

Follow us on Twitter @RuralCrafts and Instagram @ruralcrafts

Rural Crafts Association, Stalion Lane, Brook Road, Wormley, Surrey, GU9 8SA
01428 804494 rca@ruralcraftassociation.co.uk www.ruralcraftassociation.co.uk
A20 road work
ROADWORKS lasting over seven months have started on the A20.

The long-awaited Harrietsham Highway Improvements Scheme will impose a 30mph limit on vehicles using the A20.

Other work will include upgrading the pelican crossing to a toucan crossing at the West Street junction, building wider kerbs to narrow the carriageway, and to accommodate wider footways. Centre islands will also be built, and a micro-asphalt surface laid.

It is understood that the scheme has received up to £900,000 from developers’ contributions.

KCC said: “Construction will take up to 30 weeks and will be carried out from 8am to 5pm.”

Tree festival
THE parish church of Saint Peter and Saint Paul in Headcorn holds its Christmas Tree Festival from December 9-9.

Organisers would like to hear from people who would like to decorate a 5ft tree. There is a charge of £25 for the tree.

Contact Anne Marie at amtrustram@btinternet.com for more details.

Castle filming
A BOLLYWOOD film has been made in Leeds Castle’s grounds. The movie, called “Give Me Love”, was filmed over the summer.

Chief executive Sir David Steel, writing in the Leeds & Broomfield parish magazine, said: “The estate ‘rocked’ to mainly Indian music, and had the chance to see a glimpse of just how a Bollywood movie is made.”

Festive concert
THE Weald of Kent Rotary is holding a Christmas concert in Headcorn village hall.

The event, “A Winter Concert with a Christmas Theme”, takes place on December 8 at 7.30pm and features the Ashford Invicta Singers.

Ticket details will follow in due course.

Speeding help
HEADCORN Parish Council has asked for volunteers to help with cutting speeding in the village.

Only six people are currently on the team and organisers say that anyone interested need only spare about two hours a month.

A spokesman said: “Please contact our clerk with an offer to help, rather than another complaint.”

Contact the parish clerk on 01622 892496.

Homes scheme brings concern over ‘rat-run’
CONCERNS have been raised about the level of traffic in Coxheath once a new 210-unit housing development goes through.

The community is set to increase in size by 25% once all the new homes are built, according to one Maidstone borough councillor.

Liberal Democrat councillor Richard Webb (pictured) warns that the £52.8m scheme on 19 acres at Forstal Lane could send traffic down country roads as village traffic continues to build.

Housing association Optivo and developer Chartway Group say the homes will include a mix of affordable rent, shared ownership and outright market sale.

Outline planning permission was granted by Maidstone Borough Council (MBC) in February 2018.

The planning application will be submitted to the council in the autumn and construction will start next year and spread over four years, according to a statement.

Cllr Webb said: “Coxheath has taken a large hit in terms of housing in the Local Plan and will mean a near enough 25% increase in the size of the village.

“The problem we are having with this is the road system and I and others are very concerned about the construction traffic and when the new residents move in.”

He is worried that the cars will start to rat-run through Stockett Lane and Well Street.

David Jeffrey, project manager at Optivo, said: “Our plans have been carefully considered and will reflect and preserve the rural ambience of the area.

“We are keen to tackle the housing crisis and create a place which people will be proud to call home.”

Tim McLoughlin, projects director of Chartway Group, said: “Designed to encourage social interaction, the scheme will benefit new and existing residents of Coxheath, creating a sense of community pride and ownership.”

The statement does not address the issue of the increase in vehicles.

Liberal Democrat-led MBC claims that the 17,600 new homes in its Local Plan will be mitigated by the concept of “modal shift”.

Modal shift encourages people to walk, take buses or cycle in conjunction with limited road schemes.

But Lib Dem council leader Martin Cox admitted in a recent interview with Downs Mail, that he is “not 100% sure” that modal shift can work.

An Optivo spokesman said: “I have spoken to the project manager and traffic issues had been picked up in the outline permission.

“These will be addressed in the reserved matters application and a separate highways application (which will be submitted alongside this).”

Innovative houses up for awards
TWO housing schemes from the area are through to the finals of this year’s Kent Design and Development Awards.

Two one-off timber-framed detached homes in Lenham Heath (pictured) and a dramatic design at Caring Wood, Maidstone, are among 34 projects shortlisted for this year’s building honours.

The timber-framed Cowshed and Lambshed, built in just 12 weeks by TG Designer Homes in Lenham in December 2017, have already appeared in Grand Designs magazine.

Judges will visit the sites – selected from 80 nominations – over three days to announce the winners, and Project of the Year, at a ceremony in November.

Categories include: commercial, industrial and retail; conservation; environmental performance; infrastructure and renewables; public buildings – education and community; and residential (minor and major).

The awards are jointly organised by Kent County Council, planning consultant DHA, and marketing agency Maxim.

KCC leader Paul Carter said: “The diversity and quality of the entries demonstrates a real commitment to creating well designed buildings that work well for the people who use them, for the environment and sit well in the Kent landscape.”

Residential property expert Brian Horton is chairman of the judges.

This year’s sponsors include law firm Cripps; CTP Consulting Engineers; Kent Construction Focus Group; the Kent Environment Strategy; the Rochester Bridge Trust and Sibley Pares, with support from Quinn Estates, the Gallagher Group, and Penenden Heath Developments.
Vicar criticises council’s plans

AN OUTSPoken vicar has retired from his rural parish with a parting shot about Maidstone Borough Council’s massive house-building plans.

In a clear reference to Liberal Democrat-run MBC’s bitter legal dispute with Kent County Council (KCC) over road levies, Rev Steve Hughes (69) said it will be “nice to get out of a place where joined-up thinking seems to be a thing of the past”.

Rev Hughes, pictured, who was the minister for Otham, Langley, Broomfield & Kingswood and Leeds until mid-August, said it is “fine” to build more houses – as long as the infrastructure and services are there to support them.

He and wife Mandy are moving to north Wales, where she is to take up a senior NHS role.

In his final column for the Leeds and Broomfield parish magazine, Rev Hughes pays warm tributes to the communities he served.

He adds: “Locally, we have some very good councillors (parish, borough and county), but it will be nice to get out of a place where joined-up thinking seems to be a thing of the past, especially where housing, infrastructure and traffic are concerned.

“Fine, build more houses if need be, but only as long as the infrastructure, schools, dentists and medical centres are there to service the new housing.

“I certainly will not miss one little bit the traffic on Church Road and other, similar rat runs, and this is not going to get any better with the impending construction of the Bicknor Park Estate, between the White Horse pub and Gore Court Road.”

MBC intends to build 17,600 homes, many of which are in his former parishes, as part of the Local Plan.

The council has become locked in a dispute with KCC over the use of developer contributions being used to pay for studies into the viability of a Leeds-Langley relief road.

MBC chief executive Alison Broom claims the taxpayer-funded High Court battle will bring “clarity” to the issue.

County councillor Gary Cooke said: “Steve and I got on incredibly well and there was a really good understanding between us.

“He always made the church available to me or anyone who needed it. He is a real man of the people and we were very lucky to have him.

“I wish him every happiness in the next phase of his life.”

Staplehurst planner is now ready

THE Staplehurst Calendar will soon be available in local shops.

The community yearly planner features illustrations by local resident Ken Collins, who has designed it for the past 15 years and has helped to raise more than £20,000 for worthwhile local causes.

This will be the 15th edition, with now over 100 different drawings of local places and views in Staplehurst. The theme for this year is ‘meeting places’ with ten new pen and ink drawings. The calendar will be on sale at multiple locations.

On Saturday October 13, it will be available for purchase at the Staplehurst Photographic Society’s exhibition. On November 18, it will be on sale at The French Market. On Saturday, November 24, the calendar will be on sale at the United Reformed Church Christmas Fayre and Coffee Morning. It will lastly be available on Saturday December 1 at the All Saints Church Shepherds Market.

Proceeds this year will go to help young people at the Staplehurst Youth Club, Staplehurst Scout Club and Staplehurst District Guides.

Mr Collins said: “We would like to thank our sponsors for their support and to you all for your help by buying calendars which has helped to raise £21,000 for Staplehurst organisations to date.”
Care company told to improve management

A CARE agency in Boughton Monchelsea has been told by the government’s Care Quality Commission (CQC) it must strengthen the management and safety of its service.

This was the first comprehensive inspection of Jasmine Care South East since it was registered as a limited company in January 2017.

The agency in Brooker Close provides home care to those with disabilities, including dementia.

The agency received an overall rating of requires improvement after it was found a formal application had not been submitted to register a manager and the service was not always safe. The inspector’s report advised the agency to update its records with the latest local authority safeguarding documents.

It ordered the business to initiate risk assessments for users of the blood-thinning drug Warfarin, so that staff knew which side-effects to watch for. These assessments are to be recorded to meet the needs of the individual. In spite of being marked down on safety and leadership, inspectors heard that those receiving help – 11 at the time – were happy with the service they received, with praise for the service which was described as caring, responsive and effective – all of which were graded good.

One relative told the inspector: “When Mum had a fall, even though I found her, the carers stayed until we were sure she was comfortable.”

Another said: “The manager comes out to give care sometimes, she is very kind and has a caring manner and I think they are delivering her personal care well.

“I am there sometimes and I hear them chatting.”

The inspection team was told the provider was currently putting processes in place to monitor the delivery of the service with the support of an external consultant.

Jolanta Crampton (59) director of Jasmine Care South East Ltd said her business is “thriving” despite the negatives in the CQC report.

But she was unwilling to offer an explanation why her company was the subject of a compulsory strike off notice from the Registrar of Companies in March this year, which is published on the Companies House website.

When pressed, she variously claimed to know nothing of it, that it is an error by Companies House and Downs Mail was looking at the wrong company.

Kenward rally

THE Kenward Trust celebrated its 50th anniversary with a classic car rally.

The trust, a leading drug and alcohol rehabilitation centre based in Yalding, welcomed 70 cars, including a Mercedes 300 SL and a Rover P6. There were also two Ford Mustangs.

The oldest car in attendance was a 1930s Austin 7, with the rarest being an immaculate Skoda Rapid.

As well as the cars on the lawns, the event featured a sale of products made by Kenward residents, including woodcrafts and jewellery, and a chance to meet the trust’s alpacas.

Vote for park

VOTERS can select local parks in Maidstone in a bid to win the People’s Choice Award as the UK’s favourite.

Four of Maidstone’s parks – Mote Park, Cobtree Manor Park, Whatman Park and Clare Park – have previously been awarded the prestigious Green Flag Award.

To vote for your favourite open space, go to www.greenflagaward.org to find your local park. The top 10 sites are to be announced on October 16.

WINDOWS & DOORS REQUIRING T.L.C?

DON’T REPLACE THEM MAINTAIN THEM!

MAINTAINING YOUR EXISTING WINDOWS & DOORS IS CONSIDERABLY MORE COST EFFECTIVE AND MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY THAN REPLACING. UPGRADING TO ENERGY EFFICIENT BFRC A & B RATED GLASS WILL HELP SAVE YOU MONEY ON BILLS.

Fairdeal are local specialists in the repair, upgrade and maintenance of double glazed windows and doors.

We repair PVCu, Aluminium & Timber

- Fogged double glazed glass units - replaced with energy rated glass
- Handles & mechanisms repaired & replaced
- Window and door hinges and stays
- Leak and draught repairs

Local Authority Approved
No Call out charge with Free Quotations & Advice

We were pleased with the work Fairdeal Windows previously carried out on our porch, so we went back to them for windows. We are very pleased with the windows and the installers. We couldn’t fault the work they carried out plus they left everything clean and tidy. Thanks to all the staff too.

Mr H. - Snodland

We supply & install windows, doors & conservatories including UPVC fascias, soffits & guttering

Call 01622 902005

For fast friendly quotes & advice

Fairdeal Windows

Celebrating over 25 years of continuous trading

Follow us on
Enquiries led to the arrest of a 28-year-old man in connection with the incident in Allen Street. Crews from Kent Fire and Rescue Service had brought the fire under control by 7.15am on September 3, to reports of an incident at a house. The fire was dealt with by 100 firefighters from five stations in Bearsted, at Combe, Lenham, Harrietsham, Snodland, Trottiscliffe and Chilham.

A 34-year-old man was charged with arson and possession of an offensive weapon. He was a friend of John Chadwick, who was charged with5。“We have a passion for creating custom made jewellery”

| Large portfolio of designs | Expert advice | Qualified staff | Giftware & clocks also available |

Over 30 years experience

Kilburn Jewellers, 30 Royal Star Arcade, Maidstone ME14 1JL
Telephone 01622 677841 | Email info@kilburnjewellers.co.uk
Website www.kilburnjewellers.co.uk

Contact us today
7 Mill Street
Maidstone
ME15 6XW
01622 753618

love later life
Charity number 1062723

Gorringe’s
Antique & Fine Art Auctioneers

- Free valuations
- Regular fine & general auctions
- Probate & Insurance specialists
- Home visits

Speak to our specialists about selling your antiques
0800 881 5691
clientservices@gorringes.co.uk
15 North Street - Lewes - BN7 2PE www.gorringes.co.uk
£60k bill for homes brochure

A SLICK brochure to promote the development of five plots of private land into 1,000 town centre homes cost the taxpayer almost £60,000, Downs Mail has learned.

Maidstone Borough Council (MBC) paid property agents Savills to produce a document detailing development of five privately-owned sites in the heart of the county town.

The plan has already suffered a cross-party backlash since it emerged in August. Len House in Mill Street; the Granada cinema and Gala Bingo sites, Maidstone west; the Broadway; Baltic Wharf (Medway riverside) and Mote Road have all been earmarked for housing.

Independent Maidstone councillor Eddie Powell, a former planning committee member, said: “They've forked out £60 grand and none of the councillors on the ground, who represent all the main parties and know the area as well as anyone, think the idea is worth tuppence.

“Surely, this money could have been spent better and those members should have been consulted.”

A spokesman for MBC said: “The cost of Savills to produce the report for the five opportunity sites is £59,440.50. This has been funded from the (government’s) ‘business retention pilot’ scheme that the council was successful in securing money through.

“The commission to Savills is extensive, to include background research, property market analysis, scenario testing, extensive stakeholder engagement, as well as the production of detailed planning briefs for each site, and an over-arching brochure to promote the opportunities to developers and investors in the medium to long term.”

Downs Mail asked how much the landlords were asked to pay towards the cost of producing the plans, but MBC failed to respond.

Councillors representing the wards affected by the proposals are unhappy about the strain the extra homes will have on local services, traffic levels and parking.

Chairman of the planning committee, Lib Dem Clive English, said: “I think it’s fair to say we are not in agreement with the thrust of many of the proposals and will be preparing our own intervention.”

The cross-party group has written to MBC senior management outlining its concerns. The riverside area could see 922 apartments in three and five-storey tower blocks (with about 700 parking spaces), while Maidstone west might see 325 flats on up to seven floors. Bridge ward councillor, Conservative Jonathan Purle, said: “This isn’t master planning. It’s just cramming in more and more flats.”

Pressure is growing on the council to show that the roads can cope with the increased traffic associated with the Local Plan’s 17,600 new houses.

The Lib Dem leadership claims it can be mitigated by modal shift – the concept of persuading people to walk, take buses or cycle, in addition to some junction improvements. But MBC leader Martin Cox has admitted to Downs Mail he cannot be “100% sure” that modal shift can work.

‘24,000 homes’ on Local Plan

BOROUGH councillors have attended a workshop where they were briefed on the consequences of 40% more housing being imposed on the borough by central government in the Local Plan Review, scheduled for 2022.

This could mean Maidstone bearing the brunt of about 24,000 new homes, rather than 17,600 contained in the Local Plan adopted last year – increasing the number of homes which must be built annually from 800 to 1,200 per year over the life of the Local Plan.

Conservative group leader John Perry said: “We will need to work with Kent County Council – after all, it is the body to provide the schools and build the roads.”

Legal costs for judicial review

TOP brass at Maidstone Borough Council have held high-level talks on the progress of its challenge to the authority’s failed judicial review.

Downs Mail understands the senior management team met with its legal experts on August 23 to discuss the current position before proceeding with a taxpayer-funded ‘oral hearing’ over road levies at the High Court in London this autumn.

Liberal Democrat-led MBC took Kent County Council to the High Court over the allocation of funding for the studies into a Leeds-Langley relief road. But the process fell at the first hurdle when Mrs Justice Lang threw it out as MBC had not presented an “arguable” case to proceed.

So far, the case has cost the taxpayer £14,500, with legal bills set to climb even higher when the oral hearing takes place. The oral hearing is designed for MBC to again set out its position over the “implications for the discharge of the council’s statutory planning functions”.

MBC chief executive Alison Broom claims she needs to challenge KCC in the High Court for “clarity” on how section 106 money (developer contributions) is spent by the county council on roads.

Infrastructure levy ‘a missed opportunity’

A CHANCE to boost funding from developers for Maidstone’s flagging infrastructure needs has been missed, it is claimed.

As the government’s Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) kicks in, Maidstone Borough Council (MBC) admits its demand on developers will leave the borough £182.2m short of what is needed to keep community resources and roads in line with new development.

The shortfall from the levy, which comes in on October 1, is “still to be identified”, say MBC planners.

County councillor Shellina Pendergast (pictured) welcomes CIL because it allows parishes a share of developers’ cash to cope with infrastructure pressures in their communities, but the low rate secured by MBC is a “missed opportunity”.

The charge set for new housing in Maidstone per square metre is £93 for urban development, £99 for rural, £77 for the Springfield site and £45 for care homes. It is £150 for retail development and £75 for outside the town centre.

Cllr Pendergast said: “As one of the fastest-growing regions in Kent, our rate should not be among the lowest. To suggest that KCC or others will make up the difference when budgets are stretched is ludicrous.”

She says more work is needed to calculate a realistic and consistent rate that reflects the upgrading of facilities in urban and rural areas.

KCC argues: “The county council considers it essential … the borough council clearly identifies both how the overall loss of funds per new dwelling when compared to the existing £106 (developer contributions) regime will be recovered, and how the CIL receipts that are raised will be directed to where they are needed.”

A spokesman for MBC said: “The amount of CIL which will be secured from development for Maidstone is about 20%. It has never been anticipated that CIL would fund the whole cost of the infrastructure required and £106 money will continue to be available.”
How to read 10 times faster.

New Eye Tracking device helps improve reading for children and adults.

If you find reading difficult or unpleasant, a new eye examination available at Award Winning Buchanan Optometrists could significantly improve your reading comfort and speed (by up to 10 times).

Symptoms and signs of reading difficulties and visual stress may include any of the following:

- **Discomfort when reading**
- **Glare from a white page**
- **Blurring of print**
- **Seeing Patterns in the print**
- **Letters and words appear to be moving**
- **Re-reading the same line frequently**
- **Moving the book a lot to focus**
- **Skipping or missing words**
- **Poor concentration when reading or poor behaviour in the classroom**
- **Headaches or migraines**

If you suffer from any of these symptoms or have dyslexia, autism or ADHD the new Clinical Eye Tracker could help you. This new piece of technology has revolutionised the detection of subtle reading difficulties. Methods of testing have, until now, been unable to identify reading problems caused by tiny muscle imbalances which can affect anyone.

Unlike most reading tests which rely on your subjective responses, this examination uses computer mounted cameras to detect and follow the position of your eyes to within less than 1 degree. While you sit and look at the screen which shows various visual stimuli, the cameras monitor your eye positions and tracking movements 60 times a second. Nothing touches your eyes and you do not need to be able to read to have the test, meaning even young children can be assessed.

The effect that different lenses and coloured backgrounds have on your eye tracking and reading ability can then be quantified to see if help is necessary. Improvement may be in the form of spectacles, coloured lenses, new prescription or eye exercises.

This wonderful tool has been instrumental in identifying and helping those who have unexplained difficulty with their reading and eyesight. Following a routine eye examination, the Eye Tracking reading assessment takes a further 40 minutes. Find out if reading can be made easier for you or your family too.

**Book an Eye Tracking reading assessment on -**

01622 535115

Buchanan Optometrists

Buchanan House, 56 Malling Road, Snodland, Kent, ME6 5NB
Dementia walk
A KENT Memory Walk was held in Mote Park to highlight the issue of dementia in families.
More than 3,000 entered the sponsored challenge on September 8 in aid of the Alzheimer’s Society.
The charity funds and supports people living with the condition.
The event in the park allowed the loved ones of sufferers to share their experiences.
A spokesman said: “Every penny raised will help the society provide information and support, improve care, fund research and create lasting change for people affected by dementia.”
Visit memorywalk.org.uk for more information.

Winery centre
HUSH Heath Winery has opened its new £4m visitor centre which overlooks the famous vineyard.
The building, located near Staplehurst, has a 200-seater tasting room, shop, commercial kitchen and a roof-top terrace bar.
Hush Heath also plans to double the size of the winery, increasing the size of the estate to 130 acres. It is hoped this will achieve the target of producing 500,000 bottles of wine a year.

Tory Karen wins vote despite Lib Dem rally
OVER-DEVELOPMENT of the borough’s rural villages was the single biggest issue faced on the campaign trail of Headcorn’s newly-elected councillor, Karen Chappell-Tay.
Conservative Cllr Chappell-Tay, pictured with MP Helen Whately, was elected on September 13 with an unassailable 57% of the vote on a 29% turnout.
In the run-up to the poll — triggered by the resignation of Cllr Shelinna Prendergast in order for her to concentrate on her county council duties — house-building, traffic, anti-social behaviour and inadequate broadband featured heavily on the doorstep, she said.
Cllr Chappell-Tay, of Ulcombe, runs a management consultancy firm with husband, Martin. They have four children.
She said: “I have never been a councillor before so this is an entirely new experience for me. There are lot of issues to be tackled.
“What kept coming up time and again when I was campaigning was the over-development and expansion of the rural villages and all that brings with it.
“Local people also brought up issues like antisocial behaviour, broadband and increased traffic.”
The Tories slipped 7% compared to the previous election, while the Liberal Democrats went up a massive 30% in a concerted effort in Headcorn.
Cllr Chappell-Tay said: “I am told that the Lib Dems put out five leaflets and newsletters during the campaign. They appeared to have canvassed very, very hard.”
Lib Dem candidate Merilyn Fraser, of Headcorn, polled 409 votes (34.1%). The Labour Party and Green Party both lost ground. A Tory activist said: “The Lib Dems put in a huge amount of effort into that by-election and they’re good at fighting single seats.
“They did pretty well but considering all that they threw at it, they still lost and lost badly.”

Sell your unwanted items

COUNTY COBBLER
Just moved? Need spare keys? We are here to help!!
DISCOUNTS on multiple key orders COMPETITIVELY PRICED.
• Get your Christmas gifts personalised by our engraving specialists — jewellery, pens & Zippo’s etc.
• Watch repairs, batteries & straps replaced
• We specialise in men’s leather soles stitched on.
• We can replace ZIPS on premises within 24 hours.
• NEW SPECIALISED key cutting — i.e. tubular multi-lock security
• MOST car keys cut
• Engraving Service — we can also supply trophies & tankards
Zippo Lighters
www.facebook.com/Maidstoneshoerepairs
County Cobbler 370 The Mall, Dukes Walk, Chequers Centre • 01622 297600

How to find us:
We are in The Mall. Chequers Centre five shops in from the main entrance on the right hand side, next door to Virgin Media.

Promp
While U Wait Service available

downsmail.co.uk
Free Ad
Image, full description, contact details, easy to upload
www.downsmail.co.uk
Connecting with local people

RESULTS
ELECTED: Karen Chappell-Tay (Con) 686, 57.3% (-7.3%)
Meryl Fraser (Lib Dem) 409, 34.1% (+30.1%)
Jim Grogon (Lab) 63, 5.3% (-2.2%)
Derek Eagle (Grn) 40, 3.3% (1.4%)
Turnout 1,200 (28.9%)
Has your double glazing steamed up?

We can SAVE your windows!

SAVE money, energy & time
Cloudy2Clear is a leading local glass replacement company, established for over 10 years. By saving your window we can... SAVE money, SAVE energy, SAVE time.

Replace the pane, not the frame
The good news is you don’t need to go through the expensive process of replacing the whole frame. You can just replace the glass. Our quotes on average take no longer than 20 minutes.

Your local trusted expert
Hinge, lock & mechanism repair

25 YEAR GUARANTEE
All glazing backed by our

Priority freephone
0800 6121118
www.cloudy2clear.com

SAVE money - SAVE energy - SAVE time

EYE 2 EYE
EXCELLENCE IN EYE CARE
in Maidstone

At Eye 2 Eye Opticians, we provide eye examinations to the highest standards. We offer a full range of services including eye health photos, specialist cornea scans, full OCT eye scans, and specialist dry eye clinics. All at affordable prices and carried out by experienced specialist optometrists.

• Suppliers of Nikon Lenses
• NHS Emergency referral and walk in clinics available
• Free Parking
• Specialist Dry eye clinic
• Independent family owned business
• Experienced friendly staff
• Disabled access

Find us at:
Unit 8, Mid-Kent Shopping Centre
Castle Road, Allington, Maidstone Kent ME16 0PU
E: eye2eye.allington@nhs.net 01622 672563
www.eye2eyeonline.co.uk

WEIGH N’ SAVE
WILD BIRD FEEDS

REMEMBER
GRADE A QUALITY, YOU CAN’T BUY CHEAPER!

PETSWORLD
Cranbrook Road (A229)
Staplehurst Kent TN12 0EU
Open Mon-Sat 8.30am-5.00pm
Sun 10am-12pm
www.petsworldkent.co.uk

20Kg Sack

Song Bird Mix No Mess

20Kg Sack

Multi Seed Mix Best All Round

£10

£15

£15

£20

Bird Nuts Spits

Sun Flower Hearts

Insect & Berry Suet Pellets

20Kg Sack

20Kg Sack

20Kg Sack

£15

£15

£18

£18

12.75Kg Sack

20Kg Sack

20Kg Sack

20Kg Sack

20Kg Sack
Medical centre agreed despite local concerns

PLANNING approval for a new medical centre for Coxheath “over the border” in Linton has angered opponents, who say the surgery is in the wrong place.

In spite of opposition from Coxheath, Linton and Loose parish councils, Maidstone Council’s planning committee gave unanimous approval to the proposal to merge Greensand Health Centre and Orchard Medical Centre in a new surgery at Hill Farm, Linton.

Cllr Bernard Cresswell (pictured), chairman of Linton Parish Council, said: “Only one councillor mentioned environmental concerns at all, and then only to comment on the proposed landscaping arrangements.

“It would appear to follow from this that policy SP17 [designed to protect rural areas] of the current Maidstone Local Plan now carries no weight whatsoever. The consequences for Linton and other rural parishes surrounding Maidstone can be imagined: in future, no building proposals will be turned aside on environmental grounds, whatever damage they might cause.”

He says the parish council is now left only to discuss the location of the building and the transport arrangements that will be needed to get patients to the new site.

Maidstone Council has confirmed there is currently no timeline for the new medical centre to open.

Previously, Juliette Norton, practice business manager of Greensand Health Centre, told Downs Mail: “With no movement on an alternative practice at Clock House Farm Estate, and with every cupboard and shoebox utilised at Greensand, we believe there is nothing to lose and a lot to gain from exploring a new build at Hill Farm.”

Residents say the surgery is in the wrong place and incorporating a pharmacy and healthy living café will threaten existing outlets, like the Lloyds pharmacy in Coxheath. There is also concern about the adequacy of local footpaths and crossing points to the new surgery.

The borough council did consider the possible introduction of a minibus driven by volunteers to get patients to the new site, but then expressed concern about who would pay for it.

---

Church event
FOLK from the Headcorn Baptist Church will be going M.A.D. this half term.

It stands for “Make A Difference” and lasts from October 20-25, when the schools break up.

The Baptist team will be around the village in distinctive red T-shirts, collecting litter, planting bulbs or weeding flower beds.

The church is also holding a fun day on October 24 – details will be released nearer the time.

Christmas fair
ST MARY’S Christmas Fair will be held at Sutton Valence village hall between noon and 2.30pm on Saturday, November 24.

There will be food, gift, Christmas decorations, jewellery by LouLou Workshop and gift hamper by Little Bluebirds.

Scout quizzer
HEADCORN Scout Group is holding a quiz night at Egerton village hall at 7.30pm on October 20.

Teams of up to six are welcome and the price per person is £9, which includes a hot meal and cake. Call Kevin Harper on 01233 756659.

---

Christmas at The Pepperbox Inn
Windmill Hill, Fairbourne Heath, Nr. Harrietsham
Visit our charming pub situated in beautiful countryside with outstanding views of the Weald of Kent

CHRISTMAS MENU 2018

Starters
Celeriac & Rosemary Soup with Crispy Chorizo
Crab, Gruyere & Chive Gratin
Juniper Cured Salmon, Smoked Salmon Pate & Winter Vegetable Slaw
Soft Baked Beetroot, Smoked Aubergine, Goat’s Cheese & Walnuts
Sautéed Duck Livers, Wild Mushrooms & Marsala (all served with a selection of breads)

Main Courses
Traditional Roast Turkey, Duck Fat Roasted Potatoes & all the Festive Trimmings
Red Wine & Shallot Braised Beef Cheeks, Potato & Pannip Mash & Pannip Crisps
Stuffed Portobello Mushrooms, Spinach & Gorgonzola, Parsley Crumb, Anna Potatoes
Pan Fried Hake Fillet, Mussel, Leek & Samphire Risotto
Roasted Guinea Fowl Breast, Chestnut Biscuits, Potato Cake & Tarragon Crème Fraîche

Desserts
Christmas Pudding & Brandy Sauce
Lemon Posset, Clementine Curd & Spiced Biscuits
Chocolate & Almond Torte, Sour Cherry & Amarostro Sorbet
Stem Ginger Pudding, Caramel Custard
Cheeseboard, Biscuits, Plum Chutney (£2 supplement)

Book now for Christmas
Christmas Menu available lunchtimes & evenings

Pricing per head
Lunch Monday to Saturday
3 course £26.00
2 course £20.00

Dinner Monday to Thursday
3 Course £27.00
2 Course £21.00

Dinner Friday & Saturday
3 course £30.00

Menu available 1st to 24th December, excludes Sundays
The Orchard Theatre, Dartford, have announced that Marti Pellow will lead the cast of this year’s spectacular family pantomime Aladdin from Saturday 8th December playing the role of the evil sorcerer Abanazar. The hugely talented performer, Marti Pellow has achieved some of the UK’s biggest number-one singles, and has regularly featured in the UK charts throughout his career, both as a solo artist and as the frontman to Wet Wet Wet. Aladdin will be produced by Qdos Entertainment, the world’s biggest pantomime producer, and the team behind Dartford’s annual pantomime, who guarantee another must-see production packed with a lamp-full of audience participation, sensational music and dancing, jaw-dropping special effects and fantastic festive entertainment suitable for all ages. Featuring a wish-granting genie, an evil sorcerer and the timeless tale of the Twankey family panto lovers should hop aboard a flying carpet and fly to the Box Office to secure their tickets for this year’s must-see, genie-us family pantomime. See Marti Pellow in Aladdin at The Orchard Theatre from Saturday 8 – Sunday 30 December.

Teapot Island, Yalding, with its huge collection of novelty teapots is still growing and currently stands at over 8,000 with over 2,000 for sale! Teapot Island started life in the 1950s as a tin shack which sold bait to fishermen and served up tea. Now the family-run business includes a café with a tranquil garden and a wide variety of food on the menu. It also offers the chance to paint your own pottery from teddies to teapots.

Stronger Kent Community Fair - Taking up a hobby or volunteering does wonders for your health and happiness - and can even help you live longer, says an event organiser promoting Maidstone community...
fair this month (Wed 10th Oct). Stronger Kent Community Fair at Hazlitt Arts Centre will showcase dozens of voluntary and leisure opportunities and more than 35 exhibition stalls will share information and advice with visitors. Volunteer opportunities include everything from making veg boxes, raising with children, social media, visiting prisons with the Samaritans, supporting a bereaved child, volunteering in a community café, wrapping presents, event organising, knitting or collecting bread, cakes and pies from Groggs. Leisure opportunities include wellbeing activities for over 50s such as Tai Chi, painting, bowls and more. Other services offer mindfulness and Live Well Kent helps clients improve their everyday living, become more independent and confident, meeting new people, get better skills and find a job. Organiser Emma Conroy said: “This event is for people to get information and advice, but also get to see a variety of local groups they can get involved with if they fancy. There are proven health benefits to volunteering, connecting with people and being part of something bigger than yourself. There’s lots of talk about loneliness, health and wellbeing, with more people living alone, and technology often making it easy for us to stay indoors, isolated and inactive.” Stallholder activities include a heritage quiz, raffle, giveaways, tombola, therapeutic colouring, photo props, making a friendship bracelet. Amnesty petition.

Village Hotel, Maidstone, is just 100 yards from the River Medway. It is also just five minutes’ drive from Maidstone’s centre, with direct access to the M20 motorway. With free Wi-Fi and free parking, the property offers extensive leisure facilities. At an extra cost, guests can use the Village Gym, with a swimming pool, sauna and steam room. Each bedroom has a flat-screen TV with satellite channels. The rooms
also include a hospitality tray, telephone, and a private bathroom with a hairdryer. Village Grill offers a varied menu of seasonal dishes in stylish surroundings. In The Village Pub, guests can sample traditional food and drink, with live sports also shown. Guests can also enjoy a selection of hot drinks and snacks from the on-site Starbucks coffee shop.

Heart of Kent Hospice - The 8-14 October is Hospice Care Week across the UK, giving people the opportunity to explain why they love the work their local Hospice does. Heart of Kent Hospice, your local Hospice, has supported over 14,000 people since 1992 and provides its services free of charge to patients and families in our community. The team will be out in the community during Hospice Care Week, telling people more about Heart of Kent Hospice so look out for them during the week. Matt Miles was cared for by the team at the Hospice and his wife, Claire, explains their experience, “It wasn’t as scary as we thought, it enabled Matt to come home and have a better quality of life for several months. I will never have enough words to say thank you.” Please visit www.hokh.org.uk for more information or to volunteer your time or make a donation.

Kenward Fireworks night is back due to popular demand! Prepare to be amazed by this year’s spectacular themed display on Thursday 8th November at our beautiful site at Yalding! Fun for all the family and a great way to support such an amazing charity. Don’t miss out buy your tickets NOW at Kenwardtrust.org.uk. Also, Kenward Trust’s annual Christmas fair is happening on Saturday 8th December 2018! Come along and pick up some beautifully crafted and handmade gifts made our very own residents here at Yalding! Beautiful Christmas Trees also available at the fair.

Kenward Trust

FIREWORK SPECTACULAR

Thursday 8th November 2018
Gates open 4.30pm, Fireworks begin at 7.30pm

Back by popular demand, enjoy a stunning themed firework display in our beautiful grounds at Yalding.

Refreshments will be available along with kiddie’s fairground rides too!

Buy your tickets online at
kenwardtrust.org.uk

Adult £8 | Child (under 12) £5 | Family £20*

*Family ticket: 2 Adults and up to 2 Children. Registered charity no. 1146481. Registered in England no. 7931728.
News
do@smail.co.uk

Re-routed lorry clips trees, blocking road

A HAULAGE company has apolo-
gised for damage caused by a lorry
to trees on a country road, writes
Jadie Schopman.

The HGV broke branches and
scattered debris along a back road
between Ulcombe and Headcorn on
September 12. The road has a ton-
nage and height restriction for vehi-
cles to avoid damaging overhead
cables and trees.

The lorry clipped a tree and a sub-
stantial part of it broke over the
lorry, leaving the road blocked for
some time. Motorists were forced to
swerve around obstacles and feared
damage to their vehicles.

The lorry belonged to Essex sup-

Headcorn borough councillor,
Martin Round, said: “A number of
farmers, residents and our parish
councils have suffered greatly by
this act, particularly with the extra
costs. Lorries travel through that
road frequently, despite the fact
there is a limit.”

The Woodland Group said in a
statement: “Due to road works and
road closures on the driver’s route,
he was forced to follow a diversion.

“We apologise for the inconven-
iences caused and will attempt to
find an alternate route for this deliv-
ery location until the preferred route
becomes viable again.”

Drivers flout bans

THE issue of lorries flouting bans
continues on the B2163 between-
Hollingbourne and Langley.

Downs Mail highlighted the issue
several months ago and Kent Police
released figures which showed vir-
tually no enforcement had taken
place in the previous 12 months.

A Langley resident said: “The po-
lice haven’t taken any notice and
that means the lorry drivers don’t
either. They don’t have to – there is
no enforcement.”

Woodland Group’s vehicle boasts
the slogan: “WE CARE, WE CON-
NECT, WE DELIVER”.

Clr Round said: “The route
should have been much better
planned. This wasn’t the first lorry
to go down that road and it certainly
won’t be the last. The driver was fol-
lowing other guidance because of
the road closures, but the re-route
was just inappropriate.”

Elderly victim in doorstep con

A BALDING burglar is being
hunted by police after he tricked
his way into an elderly woman’s
house and stole cash and a brooch.

Kent Police issued this e-fit of the
suspect after the burglary in Snow-
don Avenue, between 8am and
3.30pm on Friday, September 7.

Investigating Officer Detective
Constable Tracey

Brightman said: “The offender
knocked on the door and entered
the property under the pretence
of fixing a dripping tap.

“While the victim, a lady in her
90s, was distracted, he stole cash
and a gold brooch.”

The man is described as white
and in his 40s. He was clean-
shaven and had short, brown hair.
He was wearing a gabardine jacket
which was either beige or green.

Anyone with information or who
recognises the e-fit is asked to call
Kent Police on 01622 604100 quot-
ing reference number YY/32877/18.

Alternatively, contact Crimestop-
pers in Kent, anonymously, on
0800 555 111.
Denture care to make you smile

SB Denture Design Ltd (formerly known as SB Dental Laboratory) are now pleased to offer our services directly to the public. SB was founded in 1989, producing quality denture work for dentists in Maidstone and the surrounding areas.

Since then Steve, the founder of SB Denture Design has been clinically trained so we are able to provide our services directly to you. He gained further clinical qualifications at the University of Central Lancashire (with merit) and this enables him to treat patients directly thus alleviating the need to visit the dentist for the impressions, denture try in and the fitting of the dentures. Any necessary after care would be provided by us as well.

With over 25 years of experience in manufacturing all styles of dental appliances, we can now hand craft your dentures for you from start to finish. By dealing directly with the technician who will make your dentures we can tailor your prosthesis to your own personal individual requirements.

Using only the highest quality materials and all the latest technologies you are guaranteed a product of the very highest standard. From repairs and adjustments through to new sets we can offer a complete denture care service.

Although the work is done ‘in house’ with partial dentures and other more complex cases we work closely with the dentist. It is essential that the health of any remaining teeth are checked out before denture construction. This is necessary to ensure the prosthesis is a long term solution. We can accept referrals from you own dentist or we can arrange an appointment with one of our dental colleagues at your first appointment.

Having the laboratory on the premises reduces the waiting time for some services, some services like repairs can even be done while you wait. It is also an advantage as some larger adjustments can be done in house.

We pride ourselves in making sure everyone we treat is happy with the product we produce and want our patients to have the confidence that their denture has been constructed with the utmost care and using only quality materials. Our aim is to make people comfortable with our treatment and confident with our product.

T: 01622 766077
E: steve@sbdentures.co.uk
W: www.sbdentures.co.uk

SB Denture Design Ltd
2 Wallis Avenue
Maidstone, Kent ME15 9DX

Visit our East Farleigh showroom to view our full range of beautiful bathrooms

Unit 5 Kilnbridge Works, Off Lower Road, East Farleigh, Maidstone Kent ME15 0HD
Young face rising anxiety

THE crisis of mental health in people of all ages is rarely out of the news. In a special report, Neil Nixon examines the problems, challenges the established wisdom and talks to those affected...

OVER the past 20 years, Britain has experienced a growth in reported mental health problems.

Each person’s problem is unique to them, but reports and investigations have established a series of causes, all of which appear to have contributed to the current national crisis.

There is no shortage of research and statistical information on the range of problems, and the overall picture suggests one of increased levels of mental health problems across the whole population.

The average life expectancy in the UK has continued to rise in recent years, although a 2018 report suggested this has almost levelled off, caused mainly by earlier deaths in poorer areas.

This still leaves the numbers of those living much longer at an all-time high.

In 2014, the Office for National Statistics reported that 13,780 people who had reached the age of 100 were alive in 2013 – more than four times the figure for 1983.

Age-related mental health conditions – notably dementia – have placed a massive strain on the NHS, local surgeries and care homes, with a surge in demand on the time of medical staff and the prescribing of related medication.

The NHS predicted demand caused by the ageing population, but not the spiralling increase in problems amongst the rest of the population.

A number of causes have been identified, including the financial crash of 2008 which raised levels of stress and anxiety. It also caused a range of other problems – notably in terms of the knock-on effect on young children at the time who are today’s teenagers and young adults. A 2008 British Medical Journal study reported that 45% of people who are in debt have mental health problems compared with only 14% of those who are not in debt.

It added: “The effects of [an economic] downturn affect the mental health not only of some adults but also of their children…Numerous studies have also shown the effect of general economic recession and unemployment on the rate of suicides and people considering suicide.”

More recent studies have confirmed those observations and highlighted the role played by the resulting austerity measures and social media in contributing to the growing issues.

Late in 2015, The New Statesman revealed that UK suicides were rising, particularly for men aged between 45 and 59.

Amongst the young, social media is reported as a major factor behind episodes of anxiety, depression and self-harm.

Young people’s charity Ditch The Label reported in 2017 that 71% of young people felt social media platforms did not do enough to prevent cyber-bullying.

Concerns also exist about algorithms within platforms that respond to user behaviour and work to keep people engaged. Digital devices are blamed for disrupted sleep patterns, which can increase anxiety.

I found help and career

KELLY Lee (31) works for Maidstone and Mid-Kent Mind – a choice that has been central to her own recovery.

She said: “I have suffered with mental ill-health from a young age. Diagnoses such as anxiety, depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder and bi-polar led four years ago to a diagnosis of a borderline personality disorder.”

“I had feelings of high anxiety. At times I couldn’t leave the house, my moods fluctuated from deeply depressed to really high.

“I suffered with paranoia and impulsive behaviours – they are part of the disorder.

“I would burn out quickly and suffered from suicidal thoughts. In 2015 I made an attempt on my own life. I now see that my symptoms were not failings but part of my illness, not reasons for shame.

“I voluntarily went into a psychiatric hospital to get my medication sorted and have support while I was understanding my new diagnosis.

“Later, I sought further support and that led me to Maidstone and Mid Kent Mind. I was so thankful to them that I wanted to help where I could. Fundraising and volunteering in their befriending service helped me continue my recovery.”

“Three years later, I work for MMK Mind. The courses we run have helped me immensely, and I can look forward to the future. My children have helped raise money for mental health support and understand it’s not something to be ashamed about.

“I aim to build my career within mental health and continue to help people with MMK Mind. I want to become a CBT practitioner, and I am lucky that there are opportunities within Mind to build on skills.”

Now I’m back to me

PENELIPE (25), of Fant, feels her recovery really started with the correct diagnosis.

She said: “I have always felt ‘different’, struggling to cope with emotions. This worsened with my parents’ divorce when I was nine.

“Constant arguments taught me that screaming and shouting was a normal method of communication. Soon I was out of control, and self-harming from 12. I became increasingly violent in a bid to stop this behaviour.

“Sleeping pills and therapy didn’t solve the problem and in my teenage years I hoped to end it all through taking pills. I ended up in A&E mental health services.

“I was banned from classes to the point where I had to move school. I was regularly drunk at weekends.

“In the end, I moved out before I was thrown out, which led to more drinking and a terrible co-dependent relationship. I got into a fight so bad I was arrested and found myself in a young person’s psychiatric unit. I just wanted to die.

“I planned to get out of there and kill myself on my 18th birthday.

“Thankfully, I met my husband two weeks after I got out. At 19, I was depressed again and went to my GP. She really helped, getting me tested for ADHD.

“I was told I should have been diagnosed at 10, having shown classic signs. I was medicated until last year, when I started coming off my pills.

“I had a dip about two months ago. It was horrid to be in that situation, but my GP was amazing. I am now back on some of my pills, but feel like I am back to me.”
Recovering by helping others

LOCAL government has seen its funding cut. In and around Maidstone, the problem is not as severe in terms of responding to mental health needs, especially for the young.

As elsewhere, services have often been outsourced to charities, with a focus on being reactive by responding to problems rather than proactive in dealing with requests.

The Maidstone and Mid-Kent (MMK) branch of the mental health charity Mind recently reported a 238% increase in the numbers of young people worked with from April 2017 to March 2018. This figure did not include pastoral support provided in schools.

MMK Mind’s Nikki Brooker said: “We have developed a range of support for young people, ranging from courses to peer support groups, following youth participatory principles of giving young people a voice to shape the services they are involved in.”

Business is taking this issue seriously. A successful book on management, Leaders Eat Last by Simon Sinek, included a lengthy consideration of the problems of the millennial generation. It investigates how committing to help others boosts the brain chemicals oxytocin and serotonin, which are highly effective at combating anxious and depressive moods.

Mr Sinek noted the vast market for self-help books and the virtually non-existent market for books on helping others.

MMK Mind has shifted initiatives, such as the anger management course ‘Taming my Temper’, to a position where sufferers help others.

The Forward Thinking Females group uses group discussions and exercise to focus on body image and self-esteem issues, while Bounce Back focuses on resilience in decision-making skills. Mind’s work locally comes alongside the county-wide Headstart Kent programme, targeted at young people.

Mind works with people of all ages, but another major area of mental health problems has seen those with long-term issues becoming homeless and vulnerable housed.

The level of deaths amongst this group has risen noticeably in recent years. Accurate figures of those sleeping rough locally are hard to obtain, but local charities and hospitals have seen a rise in deaths amongst this group.

Martin Gore, of the Canterbury-based charity Catching Lives, said: “Living on the streets is not likely to lead to good health outcomes... With clients with multiple complex needs, you can’t make doctor’s or hospital appointments in the usual way, because it just doesn’t work for them.”

Austerity measures may have driven up homelessness and poor lifestyles may be a factor in the mortality rate increase.

Amanda Sidwell, from Making a Difference to Maidstone (MADM), said: “Mental health is a big issue with our street homeless. “Just being on the street affects wellbeing and, in most cases, exacerbates an already-fragile mental health state. It is a perpetual circle for many.

“Many fail in our society due to this continual battle of mind and spirit. There are instances of those who take their own lives, self-harm and generally just do not fit in anywhere, feel lonely and are isolated.”

“We at MADM believe there is always hope for the many who are unwell, and who all have the ability and opportunity to get well and be healed – or at least should be considered for help, regardless of their life choices.

“They are a part of our community, are we not to ‘love our neighbours as ourselves? I see those hurting, lost and confused and am sensitive enough to realise that they should not be abandoned.”

Funeral director Jo Loveridge, of Albany Funerals, confirmed that recently local deaths had shown a significant increase in families impacted by losing someone to drink or drug use.

Additional research by Abbie Hambleton

Bobby brings creativity to raising awareness

BOBBY Duncan (26), of Maidstone, has embraced the idea that helping others is the best route to dealing with your own mental health issues.

After graduating, Bobby followed an eclectic but far from lucrative career in creative media, before working as cabin crew for British Airways.

Issues with anxiety and panic attacks got so bad in the second job that in March of this year, Bobby found himself facing an ambulance crew and, soon after, a psychiatrist at the Priory clinic, who diagnosed cyclothymia (mood swings) with borderline personality disorder.

He left his job soon after to re-think his priorities, a decision that led to him establishing his own company – Doyourbitik – and devoting his time and creative energies to fundraising.

An ongoing project involves Bobby parking his car in prominent locations and using pens to decorate it to raise awareness of mental health issues. His work during mental health awareness week, covering the car with thank you messages to those who had helped him and placing it in Fremlin Walk, raised £750 for the charity Mind.

Bobby has gone on to work in Bristol and roll out his car project in local nursery and play schools.

He says: “I’m firmly with Simon Sinek in seeing that helping others is the key to finding a sense of purpose. Doyourbitik is taking me in that direction, and it has been a privilege to bring my creativity to projects.

“I’ve had support from a pen company which provided free pens to decorate the car, and I have a long-term goal to support and expand the ‘Dreamflight’ project which provides flights to Disneyland for severely disabled children.”
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Threatened Tesco bus ‘a community service’

LOYAL supermarket customers hope a campaign will persuade Tesco to keep running its free bus service for shoppers in the Weald.

Its driver told users the Friday service to the supermarket at Park Farm, Ashford, will stop on October 19 after 15 years.

Regular users including Cathy Smith (60), from Moat Road, Headcorn, say the service is vital to many, including the elderly.

She said: “It’s more than just a bus service, it’s a community service offering people the chance to enjoy a day out and the independence to buy what they want unaided.”

Mrs Smith claims the bus service, which calls at Headcorn, Smarden, Puckley and Hothfield, is used by more than 20 people a week, adding: “We hope to do whatever we can to get Tesco to have a change of heart.”

Headcorn Parish Council has expressed its concern, as has county councillor Shellina Prendergast, and a petition is set to be instigated in Smarden.

Mrs Smith added: “Tesco is advising customers to buy over the internet, when seven out of 10 aren’t online, or advising convoluted journeys on public transport to make use of its other free services, when our driver already does all he can to accommodate everyone, including lifting bags on and off the bus.”

Tesco’s Ashford store is popular because it has facilities for those with visual and hearing problems as well as the disabled.

A 72-year-old user from Headcorn said she was disappointed by the news as the store provides not only food but clothes, homeware, a pharmacy, photo booth and ATM.

She said: “When Tesco is looking to invest in Jack’s stores to compete with Lidl and Aldi, you would think they would be able to support a service that brings in loyal Tesco fans who spend up to £50 each a week.”

A Tesco spokesman said: “We have made the difficult decision to stop this bus service to and from our Ashford Park Farm store. Unfortunately, it is under-used and makes a loss, which means we are no longer able to provide this service. We apologise for any inconvenience this causes.”

Cllr Prendergast, who will contact Tesco, said: “I’m concerned about this...it serves some of our most vulnerable residents in some quite isolated rural areas.”
Brexit poll shows strong call for vote on final deal

WITH less than half a year until Britain leaves the European Union after 40 years, the current debate is whether Prime Minister Theresa May should hold a second referendum on the final deal.

Downs Mail has been conducting an online poll to gauge the strength of opinion about a re-run of the June 2016 vote, which started the process of the withdrawal.

As this edition went to press, almost 400 readers had voted via our website.

Like Brexit, the issue has clearly divided local people, with a clear 17% lead in favour of a second referendum with 58% of the votes so far. Only 1% of voters are unsure.

We posed the question: “With less than six months until we leave the European Union and the Prime Minister’s exit strategy stalled, do you believe that we should have a second referendum?”

The question certainly provoked a lively exchange on Facebook, with Alan Wynne commenting: “Definitely – now more of the facts have been exposed, the impact of our leaving on our economy, on our incomes, our restrictions, on movement, access to education...”

Sue Whitfield said: “The votes are counted - get over it and move on.”

Nils Janson wrote: “The EU Commission would not accept any divorce deal, whatever it was. No deal is not a bad deal and we will save £39bn. Businesses will dictate the trade terms, not the commission of unelected, undemocratic clowns...”

Carolyn Morgan said: “No way, let’s not forget it was the Conservative Party which asked us to vote and think of our children’s and grandchildren’s future. I did, and voted out. A second referendum and our country will go mad. To me, it’s almost like saying ‘I voted Labour and the Conservatives won’ - but would we get another election?”

John Barret said: “I would have preferred sensible negotiations leading to a sensible deal, but given the potential dire outcome, particularly in our area, I’d say it makes sense to either extend talks or ask the public to vote on the final deal.

The prime minister has consistently ruled out a second referendum, declaring it a betrayal of democracy and trust.

●To have your say in our Downs Mail online poll, go to www.downsmail.co.uk/views/9/

WWI event

INVICTA Grammar school will host an event to mark the 100th anniversary of the Armistice that ended WW1.

The evening on Saturday, November 10, will be hosted by WWI specialists Richard Knight and Jim Barker-McCardle, and will include events such as history talks, military recruitment demonstrations, period singalongs and refreshments.

Proceeds of the event at the school in Huntsman Lane, Maidstone, will go to the Heart of Kent Hospice.

Tickets start at £10 for adults and £5 for children – call 01622 790195 for details.

Drugs in jail

THE number of drugs found inside Maidstone Prison has risen sharply in the past five years.

The Howard League, the prison reform charity, revealed the increase in contraband reflects a similar issue across the rest of Britain.

In the 12 months to March this year, 48 searches uncovered drugs in prison cells, a marked increase on 2013.

In the same period, 15% of inmates failed mandatory drug tests. The most common drug found is spice, the psychoactive substance.
M20 bridge work is delayed to next year

THE M20 footbridge, which was destroyed two years ago in Addington, will not be rebuilt until next year at the earliest, Downs Mail has learned.

The structure, which was hit by a digger on the back of a lorry in late August of 2016, is now set to be re-instated in 2019 after a lengthy process of getting the new walkway up to current design standard.

The new bridge will have an accessibility-compliant ramp. Highways England is in the process of buying a small parcel of land needed to accommodate the design.

A Highways England spokesman said: “The Addington footbridge requires a complete replacement, which includes purchasing land so it can be built to modern standards.

“We are negotiating the purchase of this land and agreeing to the access we will need for construction, and expect to start work soon after the M20 J3-5 smart motorway upgrade opens to traffic in 2019.”

Mary McKinley, chairman of Ryarsh Parish Council, said: “Apparently, Addington owns the land.

“ar meetings with Maidstone Borough Council, we pointed out that work should be done at the same time as the Smart Motorway development, to avoid people being diverted through Ryarsh.

“We had a meeting with Highways England six weeks ago and they said they were waiting for Addington to agree to sell the land.

“The people of Addington do want the bridge back, because it cuts their town in two.”

Work is hoped to begin in 2019, despite pleas from local MPs Tom Tugendhat and Tracey Crouch, who wanted re-building to start during the Smart motorway project.

In a letter to Highways England written in 2017, they said: “We are concerned about inevitable pressure both works will put on the local road network, especially through the villages of Ryarsh and Birling and along the entire A20 corridor.

“If these projects could be merged, it would reduce the timescale for these projects by five months.”

Attack appeal

WITNESSES are being sought for an attack in Maidstone that left a man with serious injuries.

The 36-year-old, from Maidstone, was found on the forecourt of a car dealership in Mill Street on August 19. He had a serious injury to his stomach and was taken to a London hospital for treatment.

Detective Inspector Natalie Potter said officers were now keen to speak to any witnesses. She said: “Enquiries are ongoing to establish the circumstances of the incident and whether the assault took place in Mill Street or elsewhere.”

Anyone who saw anything suspicious should call Kent Police on 01622 604100, with reference 19-0208.

Fight claims

TWO motorists were involved in a punch-up in Maidstone.

The altercation took place on Monday, August 27, on the A249 Bearsted Road on a roundabout close to Eclipse Park.

It has been reported that between 11.15am and 11.30am the driver of a white Seat got out of his car and assaulted a man in a black Ford Focus.

Kent Police are also investigating counter allegations that the Seat driver was assaulted. No serious injuries were reported.

RAF memorial

THE Royal Air Force Association held the Annual Battle of Britian Memorial Service in Chart Sutton at the Memorial Garden at Parkhouse Farm on Sunday, September 2.

A packed gathering took part in the service led by Rev Philip Cox, with wreaths laid by the Mayor of Maidstone and representatives of family and other RAF organisations.

A Battle of Britain flypast followed the service.

Rescue calls

KENT Fire and Rescue Service (KFRS) staff were called out 145 times in the past year to remove objects from people.

KFRS has not reported details of the call-outs, but many are believed to involve wedding rings or hand-cuffs.

Others include bottoms being glued to toilet seats as pranks and the more traditional cats up trees.

Festive cards

MAIDSTONE’S charity Christmas cards shop runs this year at the Methodist Church, Union Street, from Friday, October 12 to Thursday, December 13. It opens Monday to Saturday, from 10am to 4pm.
Soap star Richard at helm as pantomime cast sail in

THE cast of Aladdin sailed into Maidstone aboard the Kentish Lady pleasure cruiser to launch this year’s Hazlitt Theatre panto.

In a blaze of colour and flanked by the pupils of East Borough Primary School, the players waved to the public as they arrived in Maidstone town centre.

Starring stand-up comic, actor and singer Richard Blackwood, the Christmas family favourite runs from December 1-31 at the famous 350-seat venue.

Most recently, Richard played Vincent in EastEnders.

He plays the Genie in this year’s panto, while crowd favourite Elizabeth Bright returns for a second year, this time as Princess Jasmine.

Richard told Downs Mail: “I really like Maidstone – it’s the place that everybody needs to head to in Kent. The people are so welcoming and friendly. I can’t wait to get started.

“Playing in a soap means that you can always shoot a scene again. Live theatre is obviously different, except that with panto, the mess-ups all become part of the fun. It doesn’t matter so much.

“With panto, the audience is young, but I love working with the kids because they are true and the reaction is always genuine.

“I am sure that we as a cast will really gel together because a cast that gets on always transmits that on stage. And I think it’s obvious when it is not happening.”

This is the fourth panto for Richard, who recently left the part of Vincent Hubbard in EastEnders. Kivan Dene is playing Abanazar, Alessandro Lubrano is Aladdin and Erin Lewis takes on the role of Slave of the Ring.

A Hazlitt Theatre spokesman said: “The boat trip worked really well again this year and we’re massively grateful for the response.

“We’re also grateful to the East Borough Primary School for allowing their pupils to become our sort of mascots for the day. The cast members loved them.”

MP to attend Brexit debate

MP HELEN Whately is to stage a town hall-style debate on Brexit, with six months to go before Britain leaves the EU.

Mrs Whately, the member for Faversham and Mid Kent, hopes for a lively exchange of views at Lenham Community Centre on October 5 at 7.30pm.

The MP will give her perspective and a view from parliament and take questions.

Mrs Whately said: “Brexit will affect us all. Rightly, people have very strong feelings about it. I want to make sure they have a chance to put their points to me in person.

“I also want to bring people together with different views. It’s no good if Remainers only speak to Remainers and Brexiteers to Brexiteers – that just makes the divisions grow.

“This is ever more important as the options for our future relationship become clearer. And I will learn more about what people want to contribute to the debates.”

The consequences of Brexit on the M20 were brought sharply home over the summer when residents near Crafty Green learnt that Highways England is searching for sites for a lorry park in the area.
Ellana’s year helping others

FOR Maidstone Girls’ Grammar School student Ellana Hall, left, her next step after A-levels is a year out helping others.

She sets off this month on the UK Government-funded International Citizen Service (ICS) programme and will spend 12 weeks working with young volunteers in Nigeria tackling poverty in some of the world’s poorest communities.

ICS is open to those aged 18 to 25 and offers a chance to gain skills viewed favourably by employers and universities, including teamwork, leadership and project management.

Ellana said: “It’s a great opportunity to travel, learn about new cultures and make a difference in the world. After sitting my A levels, it seemed the ideal time to broaden my experiences and I’ve deferred my university place until next year.”

Young people need no experience, qualifications or cash to volunteer for the ICS, just the ambition to make a difference, with three-quarters of volunteers describing the experience as incredibly useful for their professional development.

Ellana said: “I knew I wanted to travel during my gap year but when I began researching I realised I could use my time in a much more purposeful and meaningful way through volunteering. I chose ICS and VSO because it is professional, reliable and well organised. The programme is also government funded so I did not have to worry about the cost, just demonstrate my commitment through fundraising.”

She will be learning about the culture in Nigeria, while living with a host family.

Ellana said: “I hope to build long-lasting friendships with my Nigerian and English counterparts. I know that the memory of this placement will stay with me for the rest of my life and I am excited about building long lasting friendships.”

Ellana Hall is one of 17,000 young people from across the UK participating on ICS overseas since 2012.

Felicity Morgan, director of ICS at VSO, said: “Leaving school or college is a milestone and young people are often under pressure to decide what to do next. Volunteering overseas provides a unique opportunity to experience another culture and develop new skills supporting people living on the margins of society.”

ICS placements are available for departure from January 2019, and 18-25-year-olds from Maidstone and the surrounding areas are encouraged to apply. Find out more at www.volunteercis.org.
EDITORIAL apprentice Jade Schopman, left, explains why she eschewed a university place to learn journalism on the job...

THE PRESSURE for young people to know exactly what they want to do once they leave school is an ongoing problem.

Some go to university, others leave to go in to full-time employment and some decide to take a year out after two years of stressful A levels.

I had just finished two years at sixth form, where I studied English Language and Literature, Philosophy, and Ethics and Criminology, all with the desire to write as a career, as they are very essay-driven subjects.

I was influenced to believe that university was one way to get where you wanted in your career – any other path was pure luck. I had never thought of doing an apprenticeship as I hadn’t been offered that as an opportunity at my school.

Pupils are encouraged by teachers to apply to university in the first year of sixth form, whether or not they want to go, in case of any second thoughts down the line. But, in the midst of these applications, I opted for something that would exactly reflect what I wanted to do in the future.

I had been offered a place at university to study English Literature, but declined in order to complete an editorial apprenticeship at the Downs Mail. This would also mean I would be paid, rather than have the £40,000 student debt hanging over me at the end of my degree. I felt you had to be certain about your course to spend that amount of money.

Being in debt was something that didn’t feel worth it to me – was I really going to study for three years on a course where I was only interested in one area? All my friends were going to university, so did that mean I had to, too?

University is often known as being the best time of a young person’s life, with friendships that last a lifetime and the opportunity to move away and become an adult, but for others, including me, the workplace is where I find the motivation to climb higher up the career ladder. I discovered that university offers a degree, whereas an apprenticeship and full-time work offer the valuable experience employers look for.

Either way, it must be in something you love, for it to benefit you.

I am now studying for my Level 2 Business Administration Diploma and a Certificate Level 1 and 2 in ICT, whilst working full-time as a trainee journalist.

64% A*-C
% Grade 4+
Gold Standard Education

Maplesden Noakes
Highest GCSE Score in a non-selective school in the Maidstone Area
Don’t Settle for Second Best

Open Evening Thursday 11th October 5-8pm
Open Mornings 15th-17th October 9am
By appointment only at www.maplesden.kent.sch.uk 01622 752036

Sutton Valence School
svs.org.uk

Open Mornings
Senior School Saturday 10th November 2018
Prep School Friday 12th October 2018
Book online now
Stub it out in Stoptober

SMOKERS across Maidstone and Malling are being encouraged to make use of Public Health England’s Stoptober campaign this month to improve their chances of quitting for good.

The government’s health team says using a national initiative as motivation massively increases your chances of kicking the habit over going it alone.

Stoptober was launched in 2012, helping to push down the number of adult smokers to a record low last year – down a quarter on 2011. But the habit remains the biggest cause of preventable deaths in England.

In Maidstone, 17.1% of people smoke – higher than the prevalence across the South East at 13.7%. The district in Kent with the most smokers is Thanet (23.7%) and Dartford is the lowest at 10.2%. In the borough of Malling and Tonbridge, 11.6% of people smoke.

What is true, according to the figures, is that of the South East’s 967,011 smokers, six in 10 want to quit.

Stoptober last year helped nearly 400,000 smokers stop, cutting the number of smokers nationally to 14.9% of the adult population. The campaign is based on research that found if you can make it to 28 days smokefree, you are five times more likely to quit for good.

New this year is a free online “Personal Quit Plan” to help smokers find the best support for them, with suggestions including face-to-face advice, nicotine patches, gum or inhalers, and e-cigarettes. Visit https://www.nhs.uk/oneyou/be-healthier/quit-smoking/stoptober/

- There are a million fewer smokers in England than in 2014.
- Smoking prevalence in England amongst men is 17% and amongst women 13%. News from Public Health England.
- E-cigarettes remain the nation’s favourite stop-smoking aid, with about 3.2 million adult users in Great Britain.
- TV presenter Jeremy Kyle, who quit smoking earlier this year after 30 years on 20-a-day, is supporting this year’s Stoptober campaign.

Care agency rated good

A SERVICE offering people support to live independently in their own home has been rated good by the Care Quality Commission.

The Kent Enablement at Home domiciliary care agency provides help to people in West Malling, Maidstone and the Tonbridge area, often following time in hospital.

The service, run from Kings Hill, was being used by 150 people at the time of the inspection in August. Three people were visited at home and asked about their experiences.

Inspectors found the agency provided good, safe, responsive, personal care to those with physical disabilities and dementia. One told them: “I’m afraid of falling, so it makes me feel safer to walk about whilst carers are there watching out for me.” Another said: “They come first thing to make sure I’m safe. I like to know someone is there for whatever I need.”

The inspector noted: “There were enough staff to meet people’s needs. People were supported with their medicines, protected from infection and lessons were learned when things went wrong.”

“Individual’s needs were assessed before their service began and staff had the skills, knowledge and experience to meet them. People were supported to drink and eat enough ... and were supported to have maximum choice and control of their lives, with kindness and compassion that respected their dignity and privacy.”

Hospital still needs to do better

AN inspection of Medway Maritime Hospital has listed a catalogue of failings requiring urgent attention.

A team from the independent Care Quality Commission (CQC) tasked with checking the quality of emergency and urgent care, surgery, outpatients and diagnostic imaging, found staff shortages and management issues were still causing safety concerns and delays.

Deputy chief inspector of hospitals Amanda Stanford said Medway NHS Foundation Trust had shown some signs of improvement in recent months as it continues to implement reforms designed to or requires improvement for the quality, safety and responsiveness of its services and leadership.

She added: “Medway NHS Foundation Trust has come a long way in the last five years. However, there is still a lot more work to be done, particularly in ensuring a culture of safety exists across the whole of the trust.”

Issues identified included:

- failure to meet national requirements for consultant cover in urgent and emergency care, with poor patient flow causing significant delays for those awaiting specialist review or a bed on a ward;
- significant challenges in surgery, particularly in retaining nursing staff.

KIMS staff face 200-mile charity ride

FOURTEEN members of KIMS Hospital staff, based near junction 8 of the M20, have been preparing to take part in a 200-mile cycle ride.

The fund-raising team were due to pedal from the private medical business to Maidstone’s twin town of Beauvais in France. It was due to take place at the end of September as this edition of Downs Mail went to press.

The team aims to raise some funds for the Maidstone and Weald Samaritans group.

A spokesman said: “The Samaritans in Maidstone are an amazing charity, providing 24/7 mental health support, and I am sure that will spur us on as we pedal over the two days.”
Family Funeral Service brings its personal service to Headcorn

Family Funeral Service brings its personal service to Headcorn

FAMILY Funeral Service has opened a new base in Headcorn, offering its friendly service to even more people across the Maidstone area.

The family owned, and family run business offers a personalised approach, with the option of home visits and access to a friendly voice at the end of the telephone 24 hours a day. Already operating out of Bearsted, Family Funeral Service is run by Michael Lawrence and his son Robert, along with Kim and Angela - the team behind the third-generation business that has been helping families in the area for 40 years.

Michael Lawrence said: “We are pleased our branch in Headcorn High Street is now open. We’ve worked hard to ensure the premises is sympathetic to the village conservation area, with help from Nick Prior, at Woodland Carpentry, and provides a comfortable environment in which people can relax and talk through their needs.

“Jo will be our lady on hand to help families looking to arrange a fitting tribute for their loved ones. I will also be there daily to meet families and help with their requirements and wishes.”

To meet his new business commitment, Michael has recently moved to Headcorn. He added: “The loss of a loved one is never easy to cope with, and the added stress of making arrangements can often bring further emotional upset. With our experience of making funeral arrangements we have learned how to help families have and be part of a meaningful service that celebrates life.

“Our approach is simple. We sit with you in our office or your home, taking you slowly and methodically through the various decisions that you will face and the options available to you. Sometimes, it’s just good to sit and talk to someone with experience and compassion before making a decision.”

Contact Family Funerals on Bearsted 01622 260200 or in Headcorn on 01622 962001.

Find us at:

4 Cavendish Way, Ashford Road, Bearsted, Maidstone ME15 8PW
01622 260200

59 High Street, Headcorn
TN27 9QA
01622 962001

More than just Fencing

Buy direct from Glebe Fencing

View our wide range of products at: glebe-fencing.co.uk

01622 220054 | Hockers Lane, Detling | sat/nav: ME14 3JJ

Funeral Planner Of The Year 2018 South East London Region Winner
Reliable, local, experienced tradespeople & service providers.

Find them all Online
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Connecting with local people

Homes & Gardens

ALL LOADS Ltd.
Specialists in Supplying Aggregates

TOP SOIL - TURF - SAND - BALLAST - LOGS

Skip Loading Dumpers Available
Doorway Diggers up to 3 Tonne

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY

MACHINE HIRE AVAILABLE

01622 873231
www.allloads.co.uk
aggregates@allloads.co.uk

Buy 5 Bags of Top Soil GET ONE FREE!*
Our customers tell us they’re glad they chose Colourfence, and were delighted with our range of colours. They love that our fences are tested to withstand merciless weather – even wind gusts of up to 130mph. They enjoy how it is maintenance free, and they love the peace of mind provided by its 25-year guarantee*. For a lifetime of trouble-free garden enjoyment, make yours a Colourfence garden.

For a free no-obligation quotation, please contact us now.

01622 233 322 www.colourfencemidkent.co.uk

*Terms & Conditions apply please ask for details
Witness appeal
POLICE are appealing for witnesses to an attack at a Maidstone nightclub on Sunday, September 23.
Two men have now been arrested after officers were called to Dusk 2 Dawn in King Street in the early hours of Sunday to two men outside the club with stab injuries.
Both victims were taken to a London hospital for treatment.
The incident is believed to have happened at about 4am.
A 29-year-old, from Gravesend, and a 28-year-old man, from Swanley, remain in custody after being arrested on suspicion of assault. Officers would like to hear from any witnesses or anyone with information that could assist their enquiries.
Call 01622 604100, quoting reference 23-0271, or Kent Crimestoppers anonymously on 0800 555 111.

Pit your wits
A QUIZ night has been organised by Hollingbourne Panto Group in Hollingbourne village hall.
The fun event is on Saturday, December 1 at 7.30pm, and individuals or teams of eight are invited to take part – and those who come in fancy dress could win a prize.
To book a table or an individual ticket (£10 each) contact Natasha on 07802 408549.
The next panto production, Rapunzel, will run from February 13-19. Auditions will be held on October 24 (8pm), October 28 (7.30pm) and at 6.30pm for children on November 11.

Kenward cars
THE Kenward Trust celebrated its 50th anniversary with a classic car rally.
The trust, the leading drug and alcohol rehabilitation centre based in Yalding, welcomed 70 cars including a Ferguson Ted 20 and a Rover P6.; There were also two Ford Mustangs. The oldest car in attendance was a 1930s Austin 7, with the rarest being an immaculate Skoda Rapid.
As well as the cars on the lawns lawns, the event featured products made by Kenward residents.

Ringers’ tour
HEADCORN’s bell ringers enjoyed an outing to Romney Marsh over the summer.
Ringers and their friends visited a number of country churches, including a small wooden chapel at Fairfield, the six-bell church at Newchurch and eventually on to the final tower at Lydd.

Hospital proposed as a specialist stroke centre
MAIDSTONE Hospital has been named as one of three in Kent earmarked to become specialised stroke centres.
The other two are Darent Valley Hospital in Dartford and the William Harvey Hospital in Ashford.
The announcement comes after lengthy research and public consultation.
The three acute units will replace existing care at six hospitals in this £40m project. The quality of this care has not always hit required standards, the NHS admitted.
Speed of highest-quality treatment led by teams of consultants and specialists using the latest equipment is seen as vital for patients.
The three selected locations should see 98% of patients admitted and treatment started within an hour.
Helen Grant, MP for Maidstone and the Weald, said: “I am delighted that such an outstanding service will be on the doorstep of many of my constituents. I look forward to continuing to work with the trust as they develop the new unit.”
Patricia Davies, the senior responsible officer for the Kent and Medway Stroke Review, said: “It is important to stress there are still several hurdles to clear before a final decision is made about urgent stroke care in Kent and Medway.
“I would like to thank the hardworking staff at all our stroke units for their ongoing loyalty and dedication. I appreciate this is a time of uncertainty, but I believe there is an exciting future for everyone working in stroke services across Kent and Medway.”
Glenn Douglas, accountable officer for the eight Kent and Medway Clinical Commissioning Groups, said: “The clinical committee was satisfied that the consultation did not identify any new evidence or viable options that required a change to the consultation proposals.
“However, the responses to consultation emphasised important issues for consideration during the implementation of the final option.
“For example, people were concerned about travel times, relatives and carers visiting loved ones, effective rehabilitation close to home and the ability to staff the new units.
“These and other issues will all be considered in the detailed implementation plans for the final option. Some work to address these issues is already underway.
“For example, we are looking at how we can make staff and effective rehabilitation services can be delivered locally and close to home for people, once the immediate period of their care in hospital in a specialist unit is complete.”

Pharmacy ‘must do better’
PATIENTS have criticised a pharmacy in Maidstone for delays in dispensing and poor customer service.
A simple post on Downs Mail’s Facebook page complaining about slow service at LloydsPharmacy, Grove Green, triggered the surprise response from more than 100 frustrated users across south Maidstone and beyond.
They cited stressed staff, poor management, excessive queues, prescription delays and poor collaboration with GPs – even though the Grove Green pharmacy is just one door away from the surgery.
Emily Fisher said prescriptions were not ready days, or even weeks after they should be, posting: “I try calling the pharmacy beforehand to check – no answer.”
“Queues towards the door every time. I visit...”, wrote Caroline Browning added: “I gave up using Grove Green last year. Appalling service, long waits and then you find your script hasn’t been done.”
In Allington, Kirsty Hancock posted: “My repeat prescription is never ready, even if it is several weeks after its due date.”
“I am told it’s staff shortages but

Borough Cllr Malcolm McKay no longer uses LloydsPharmacy at Grove Green
Green this has been going on for months,”
Charlotte Johnson, who worked at the pharmacy in Grove Green, blamed poor pay and too few staff. She said: “When I worked as a dispenser I was paid less than a McDonald’s worker.”
“Budget cuts meant the store was always under-staffed. The staff work extremely hard and often miss lunch.
“It is head office who need to wake up and implement better working conditions to ensure a better experience for customers.”
Borough Cllr Malcolm McKay has stopped using the Grove Green pharmacy. He said: “The management need to diagnose the cause of the problem and find a long-term cure.”
LloydsPharmacy apologised, adding that the manager at Grove Green was on holiday.
However, when told the problem was not limited to Grove Green, and there was concern about the future of the area’s pharmacies, the spokesman said: “A number of LloydsPharmacy stores were identified for sale or closure last year, but that programme has now been completed.”
Call the customer service number on 0345 600 3565 - option 2.
Friends name draw winners

THE winners of the Friends of Headcorn Church 100 Club’s monthly draw have been named.
The August winners are Connie Hogan (£25) and Pat Cutting (£15). Organisers have reminded participants that £10 subscriptions are now due. Jenny Morrison will be calling to collect cash from those who do not have standing order.
If you would like to join the prize draw scheme and lend support to the church call Jennyn on 01622 89238.

Health date

THE future vision of Kent Community Health NHS Foundation Trust will be the focus of a public meeting in Maidstone.
The trust’s AGM is at the Village Hotel, Sandling, from 6.15-7.30pm on Thursday, September 27.
To attend, complete the RSVP at www.kentcht.nhs.uk.
The trust has a budget of more than £224m and employs about 5,000 staff.
As one of the largest community health providers in England its services are funded mainly by clinical commissioning groups.

MAIDSTONE Choral Union is hosting a gala concert to mark 100 years since World War One ended.
The union will perform The Armed Man with Maidstone Wind Symphony orchestra.
Karl Jenkins’ powerful Mass for Peace will be performed by more than 100 voices at Mote Hall, Maidstone Leisure Centre, from 7.30pm on Saturday November 10.
The concert will also feature BBC Young Musician of the Year finalist Matilda Lloyd and singers from choirs and schools across Kent.
The Maidstone choir is busy rehearsing after its latest concert success in Bayeux, home of the world-famous tapestry. Bayeux is close to where the D-Day landings took place in 1944, which began the end of World War II.
An audience of more than 250 people applauded the choir’s performance in the 11th century Bayeux Cathedral.
Martin Hindmarsh, the choir’s music director and conductor, sang three psalms for voice and organ, accompanied by guest organist Nicholas Bland, who also played the Offertory for Easter Day, by French composer Boey.
David Pickett, the president of Maidstone Choral Union, said: “Our performance was very well received. It’s the third time the choir has sung in a French cathedral and we are gaining a reputation which does credit to the county town.
Mr Pickett added: “Now we are looking forward to performing The Armed Man at the Concert of Remembrance. It is a stirring piece and will be highly appropriate to commemorate the coming anniversary of the ending of WWI.”
The choir, founded in 1902 has been making annual concert trips abroad in recent years with visits to Germany, Holland and France.

Celebrating lives

There is such a thing as a ‘good’ funeral and celebration of someone’s life. Sadly, too few people experience it. We are passionate that people in the Kent area have this, which is why I started Albany Funerals - I wanted to make sure a safe place existed where a family’s wishes take priority.
At a time when it’s extremely difficult to think clearly, our expertise is in helping you to know all the options available to you, so that the funeral is the very best it can be for your loved one.

Award Winning
We are extremely proud to have been recognised nationally by the Good Funeral Awards and the Natwest Everywoman Awards for exceptional service.

Affordable
Transparent prices and campaigning to end funeral poverty as a member of Fair Funerals.

Serving the whole of Kent
We cover the whole county and beyond.
Derek Smith
DEREK Thomas Smith (68) lived in Barming and before that in Bredhurst. Born in Portsmouth, he moved with his family to Aldershot where his father retired after serving in the Royal Navy. Derek served with the Royal Signals for 12 years, including in Holland. He worked in a Dutch paper mill before moving to Maidstone, where he drove for Nu-Venture buses.

Derek was married to Dorothy “Dee” and father to Nedascha, Daisy, Tony and Tracy. Dee said: “Derek kept the qualities he developed in the military throughout his life. He was also really funny and had a lot of stories to tell.

“As a mark of respect for all he brought to Nu-Venture, the company is naming a bus in his honour and it will carry a photograph of Derek.

“People will remember him as a man of character who always spoke from the heart and said what he felt about things.”

Derek leaves his wife, children and grandchildren Gemma, Denise, Samantha, Jessica, Bradley, Nathan and Tiffany.

Mike Holmes
MICHAEL “Mike” Holmes (78) of Bearsted followed a demanding career in banking that took him to many locations. Born and raised in Dorset, Mike joined the National Provincial Bank – forerunner of NatWest bank. Whilst working in the bank he met his wife of 43 years, Audrey and the couple settled in Bearsted in 1974. Mike enjoyed bowling, playing at Maidstone Bowls Club in the summer and indoors at Mote Park in the winter. He was also a member of Maidstone Lions.

Audrey said: “Mike got on well with people. He made friends easily and always did his best for others. His funeral at Vinters Park was packed, and I have been inundated with cards paying tribute to his character.”

Mike leaves his wife and his brother, Barry.

Vic Smith
GEORGE “Vic” Smith (96) died after a long illness at Pembroke House Royal Navy retirement home, Gillingham.

He was known throughout the area from years of leading a popular accordion band in the 50s and 60s. Vic spent his life living in Gillingham other than time spent in the Royal Navy during and just after the war. His Naval service included work supervising Japanese prisoners as they rebuilt part of the harbour area in Singapore following the Japanese surrender.

Vic had started work as a welder at the Naval dockyard in Chatham in 1940 and continued until the closing of the dockyard, after which he was appointed to a position in health and safety during the de-commissioning process, eventually leaving in 1976.

Vic played accordion and performed live under a number of names, including the Vic Smith Accordion Band, which was popular with party goers in and around Maidstone.

Vic was married to Norma for 62 years and father to Colin, who said: “People will remember my father as the life and soul of the party, a man who often laughed out loud at his own jokes and could bring his infectious humour to his work as an entertainer.

“He was one of those people who could light up a room and he loved a laugh – so much so that Tommy Cooper’s song Don’t Jump off the Roof Dad was part of his funeral service.

Vic – who was widowed in 2013 – leaves Colin, his wife Rosemary and grandchildren Natalie and Marianne.

Valerie Spurrier
THE death has been announced of Valerie Lilian Spurrier (78), who lived in Grove Green. Born Val Langran in London, she moved to Kent in the 1960s with her husband Bill, and brought up children Timothy and Georgina. The family spent many happy years living in Penenden Heath, before moving to Bearsted.

After Bill’s death in 1991, Val became part of her local active retirement association (BEARA). Daughter Georgina said: “My mother made many true friends in the active retirement association and her friends and family will remember her as someone who was always happy and got on well with everyone. She also started volunteering at charity shops and Maidstone hospital.

“She took great pleasure in spending time with her six grandchildren and she will be greatly missed by them all.”

Val leaves her children and grandchildren Sophie, Lauren, Alex, George, Saskia and Maddi.

Cyril Cooling
THE death of pioneering cancer surgeon Cyril Ivor Cooling (95) has been marked nationally, charting a career that included time living in mid-Kent and working at Benenden Hospital.

Cyril’s career brought him into contact with local families, in particular, the families of children with cancer, when he worked at the Royal Marsden Hospital. From this post, he went on to work at Benenden Hospital in the latter part of his career.

He was noted as a man of many talents and one online tribute stated: “What a remarkable life with an amazing career, many hobbies especially as a musician and a real rock to many of his family.”

Cyril was married to Phyllis for 72 years and father to four children. He died at Cradlehall Care Home, in Inverness, having moved to Scotland in 2010 to be near his son. He leaves his wife, children, 12 grandchildren and 18 great-grandchildren.

As a tribute to his life’s work, his family requested donations instead of flowers be given to the Royal Marsden Hospital Charity.
Call for the
SPECIALISTS

John Childs & Associates Ltd focus on building excellence for all of our clients by delivering the highest quality project at a reasonable cost in the shortest amount of time.

Since 1975, we have established a strong bond of trust with our clients and the communities in which we build. The projects that we undertake range from simple, single storey extensions to new homes.

01622 812868
WWW.JOHNCHILDS.COM

Do you need a new lawn?
Established in 2006, GB Landscapes Ltd are the local turfed and artificial grass specialists you can trust to transform your lawn.

Quality lawn turf - Hard wearing, shade tolerant and drought resistant varieties professionally laid.

Wildflower turf - Colourful flowers that attract important pollinators.

Realistic artificial grass - Various stunning styles available. No more mowing, watering or mud!

Transform your garden with a new lawn. Please call us today to arrange your FREE quotation.
01622 535747 or 07894 107876
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Farm workers plan ‘too small’

FARMERS have questioned whether a new government plan to attract fruit pickers to Kent will be enough to halt the decline in seasonal workers coming to the UK from abroad.

Between spring 2019 and December 2020, the scheme aims to help reduce labour shortages during peak production periods by allowing six-month visas for up to 2,500 workers a year.

Some workers are now being deterred by the high cost of living in the UK, while the agricultural sectors in parts of eastern Europe are starting to thrive.

The Seasonal Agricultural Workers’ Scheme, which was launched in early September, is supported by MP Helen Whately. But James Smith, of Lodddington Farms in Linton, said: “It’s encouraging to see, but in terms or numbers it’s too small for what the industry needs. It’s difficult to get the number of workers that we need, and when we do it is even harder to keep them.”

Terry Gilham, of Winterwood Farms in Chart Sutton, which employs 45-50 seasonal pickers and 250 full-timers in the pack houses, said: “It is not really enough, since the industry needs between 80-100,000 each year. Only about one in 100 online applications comes from local people.

“There is a whole range of factors and I don’t think Brexit is entirely to blame, either. According to what we’re hearing, there are recruitment problems in Spain, Germany, Holland and Portugal, too.”

Robert Pascall, of Clock House Farms in Coxheath, said: “It has been harder over the last few years to recruit, especially over the last two years, because the EU is pumping money into agricultural projects and work in the countries most of our employees come from.

“It doesn’t make sense for them to come to England if there is already work at home. We’re very worried about next year, as we already have a lot of people saying they have been offered jobs back home.

“We expect about 60% of people to have come back this year, but next year we fear the number will be much lower. The pilot scheme will help, but it’s just at the starting point.”

Faversham & Mid Kent MP Helen Whately said: “We’ve been arguing for two years that labour shortages are holding back Kent’s thriving fruit industry. The pilot will provide just a small proportion of the seasonal workforce needed, but it should lay the foundations for a more substantial scheme in future.”

MP could lose seat if changes go ahead

FAVERSHAM and Mid Kent MP Helen Whately, right, is facing the prospect of losing her parliamentary seat after proposed boundary changes were passed.

Her constituency, which she has represented since 2015, is to be split into three, with other areas taking up its constituent parts. The change is part of government plans to cut the number of MPs from 650 to 600, but the plans could come in for fierce opposition from Labour and campaigners who feel it is unfair.

The Boundary Commission for England said its final report on September 10 took account of more than 35,000 comments from the public. A spokesman for Mrs Whately (pictured) said: “The Faversham and Mid Kent constituency will be divided into three under the current plans. But these are still only plans and nothing has yet been decided. It would have to go to a vote in parliament and that is not necessarily going to happen either.”

The Canterbury constituency would be re-cast as Faversham and Canterbury, represented by Labour’s Rosie Duffield. If selected, Mrs Whately could contest the seat at the 2022 general election.

Neighbourhood Watch

Working to reduce crime – Call local police or Crimestoppers on 0800 555 111.

A BRICK shed at a farm was broken into in Hermitage Lane, Boughton Monchelsea. A Karcher pressure washer, a leaf blower and two Honda strimmers were stolen. A house was broken into in Adbert Drive, East Farleigh. Car keys and a vehicle were stolen.

A Ford Mondeo parked in a driveway was broken into in Whitebeam Drive, Coxheath. Climbing equipment was stolen. Someone tried to break into a garage in West Street, Hunton. A Fiat 500 was broken into on a driveway in Station Road, Headcorn. A wallet containing cash and personal items was stolen.

A man was seen breaking into a house in Lenham Road, Ulcombe. He is described as in his 30s, white, about 6ft tall and stocky build. He left in a dark blue Ford Fiesta with a female said to be in her 20s, white, slim build, around 5ft 2in, with shoulder-length black hair. The roof was slashed on an Audi A3 convertible parked in Hawkenbury Road, Headcorn. A parked vehicle was keyed in High Street, Headcorn.

A house was broken into in Wheeler Street, Headcorn. A man’s gold and silver watch, two other watches, a sapphire and diamond ring, a safe and spare keys for an Audi Q5 and VW Caddy van are all missing.

Fuel was stolen from a Honda Civic parked in the road in Hamptondale Lane, Nettlestead. The rear windscreen was also smashed. Someone damaged a door and removed a padlock from an outside electricity box in The Cockpit, Marden.

A white Boardman bicycle and a white Cuda bicycle was stolen from a garden in Cranham Square, Marden.

Five parked vehicles were broken into and their catalytic converters stolen in Collier Street, Marden.

A shed at a house was broken into in Martin Lane, Marden.

A grey Excel 240 inflatable boat was stolen from its moorings in Lees Road, Yalding. A black Vauxhall Corsa parked in the road had both number plates stolen in Maidstone Road, Nettlestead.

Oxford-educated Mrs Whately was recently given the vice-chair of the Conservative Party with responsibility for women.

If the commission’s plans are passed, Jeremy Corbyn would see his Islington North patch split up and former Brexit minister David Davis’ Haltemprice and Howden constituency phased out. Former foreign secretary Boris Johnson might see his Uxbridge and Ruislip constituency slip into a more Labour leaning district.

The shadow cabinet office minister, Cat Smith, said the final recommendations amounted to “an undemocratic power grab”.
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downsmail.co.uk
Get properly plastered
31 Roseacre Lane, Bearsted ME14 4JE
Ian Terry
Alpha Property Maintenance
01622 762164 07941 703193
www.mtscleansing.co.uk

Kent business owner?
We can handle all your Trade Waste needs
0344 8807700

PLANT & EQUIPMENT HIRE
Diggers/Dumpers & Rollers
Towers & Ladders Lighting & Heating Breakers & Wackers Mixers & Sanders Powered Access & Cherry Pickers
All other building tools & equipment including garden & landscaping equipment
01580 891234
Lodge Road, Staplehurst www.acornhire.com
Mon - Fri 7.30am - 5.00pm & Sat 7.30 - 1.00pm

Alpha Property Maintenance
• Bathroom & kitchen installations
• Painting & decorating
• Plastering • Plumbing
Free Quotations
Call Bob on
01622 762164 07941 703193

HOMEFRESH
Freephone 0800 694 2024
Throughout the South East
CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING OFFER
Carpets (Average) Normal rate Special rate
Single Room (12’ x 12’) £52 £26
Through Room (12’ x 18’) £56 £33
Hall, Stairs & Landing £56 £33
Upholstery
3 piece suite £94 £47
Leather 3 piece suite £156 £78
Curtains
Full length £84 £42
Half Length £52 £26

Maidstone Landscapes & Property Services Ltd
LANDSCAPING - Drives, Patios, Pathways, Bricks/Stone Walls, Block/Stone Paving, Tarmac, Decking, Fencing, Turfing, Ponds, Water Features, Garden Clearance, Sheds/Summer & Play House Bases, Tree Surgery etc
BUILDING WORKS - Extensions, Porches, Conservatories, Gainghes, Groundworks, Roofing, PVC Windows, Doors, Sofits, Fascias, Floor/Wall Tiling, Decorating etc
FULLY INSURED/WORK GUARANTEED, VERY PROFESSIONAL/FRIENDLY SERVICE
Top Quality Materials/Workmanship from design to completion - FREE ESTIMATES
Tel: 01622 851222 Mob: 07786 07 01 07
E: maidstonelandscapes2009@live.co.uk
www.maidstonelandscapes.com
LOOK: Please check our reviews and other companies you may use at www.yelp.org
Established 1996 Director: M Peter

TOM HOPE offers the following services:
Most types of fencing undertaken
Fields rolled, harrowed and fertilised (ATV spread if wet)
Flail mowing (untyed field to a lawn)
Having (whole or part job) bale wrapping, baling, baling, round, quadrant and conventional.
Horse manure loaded and taken away.
13 tonne 360 with experience operator; full range of bucket’s concrete breaker
Circular saw for overgrown hedges – other services available (anything considered).
REQUIRED: Fields for haying and grazing.
FOR SALE:
Oak offcut’s ideal woodburner (large loads). Half tonne apple bin’s – used once.
Large quantity of farmyard manure any size load, collected or delivered.
All above subject to availability.

R.S. SURFACING
• Driveways • Tar & Grit
• Tarmacadam • Footpaths
• Block Paving • Car Parks
Council Approved Drop Kerbs • Free Estimates
WE BEAT ANY GENUINE QUOTES
01622 741183
01622 862035 / 07771 523799
www.rssurfacing.com
**Chart Sutton**

**Police report** A burglary had been reported, but this appeared to have been a neighbour issue and the stolen item was returned. A parishes warder reported the theft of red diesel from farm machinery, and it seemed that the thieves had returned the following night to steal the machinery, but it had been removed as a precautionary measure. An abandoned lurcher had been found and reported to the authorities.

**Community warden** Liz Lovatt reported on the Voluntary Warden Scheme. She asked for a donation from the parish council towards a monthly coffee morning for parishioners. The clerk was asked to put this on the agenda for consideration.

**Lorry Watch** Cllr Waring had discussed the scheme with Leeds Parish Council, who had abandoned the scheme due to lack of support from the police. Borough Cllr Morford said he would add this to his list for discussion with the MP. He added that KCC was working on a route planner which would encourage lorries to take preferred routes.

**Brishing Road** Residents of two cottages in the Brishing Road and Chart Road had been having problems with HGVs and farm vehicles driving too close to their homes. KCC had put in double kerbs but would not fund anything else for private dwellings. It was agreed to approach Cllr Hotson for money from his member’s grant for ‘Unsuitable for HGV’ signs and traffic bollards, which the parish council would be willing to match fund.

**Pavilion** During the summer, Peter Underdown had re-painted and cleaned the pavilion ready for the football season. He had also repaired two of the parish noticeboards. It was agreed to pay him £100 for his work.

**Village green** Members considered the offer from Peter Underdown to treat the pool of the village signpost with wood preserver and agreed that this should be carried out. Other work that needed doing included moving the sleeper/steps into the north west corner, replacing broken posts, trimming hedges and a general tidy-up.

**Crocus bulbs** Members agreed a request from The Rotary International Organisation to repeat last year’s exercise of planting crocus bulbs in the village, to highlight the campaign for eradication of polio across the world.

**CCTV upgrade** Three quotes were considered, taking into account annual maintenance costs, additional expected costs and the current life at the village hall. It was agreed to accept the quote from Brooke Security, and to use the S137 budget to pay for it.

**Road surface** Cllr Folknall reported that the road surface on the Hertsfield Bridge on Chart Hill Road was breaking up and sinking. The clerk was asked to report this to the highway department.

**Councillors’ reports** Reports of an inconsiderate resident would be passed on to Community Warden Liz Lovatt. The textile bank had been moved. The village hall had a new cooker. A tree surgeon would be contacted about the oak at the village hall, which was unhealthy.

**Coxheath**

**Noticeboards** The clerk had identified a potential replacement noticeboard through Greenbarnes Ltd but the items cost £500 each. It was agreed that Maidstone Borough Council would be approached the see whether they could provide replacement frontages, given their refurbishment of the village centre notice board.

**Scouts** The clerk contacted the group Scout leader regarding the decision to offer financial support to the scout hut refurbishment project.

**Street names** Susan Francis at Maidstone Borough Council agreed the following names should be recommended for the Linden Meadows development: Gala Way, Rubens Court, James Grieve Mews, Braeburn Drive, Saturn Road and Meridian Close.

**Hamilton House** Cllr Down expressed concern at the rubbish in the immediate vicinity of Hamilton House, some of which was suspected to have fallen from overhead gutters. He felt that the owners of the property should be reminded of their responsibilities.

**Street lighting** Cllr Bird reported that the street lights at the southern end of Stockett Lane had been upgraded with LED lights.

**Village post box** Cllr Parker suggested that a direct approach to the senior management of Royal Mail should be made, seeking the refurbishment of the post-box in the village centre.

**Litter** Cllr Down reported that two volunteers had come forward to join the team of litter pickers.

**Commemorative seat** Cllr Parker said the commemorative seat outside Holy Trinity Church should be re-oiled to withstand harsh weather. It was agreed that the clerk should make arrangements with S W Yorkes and Sons.

**New clerk** Recruitment for someone to replace the clerk, who had retired, was considered with a new contract, job description and draft advertisement.

**Community centre** Cllr Mrs Page met with MBC and said the village centre street furniture refurbishment was progressing well. The issues discussed were: the possibility of introducing a further bollard outside the charity shop; the need to replace the bollard missing from the entrance of the Hamilton House car park; the need to add a bench at The Beacons to the refurbishment list, and the outstanding need for a map of street furniture, especially bins throughout the village.

**Youth club** An invoice was submitted to the secretary in respect of pitch hire fees, amounting to £475. It was also noted that informal discussions were held with the chairman and the secretary of the junior football club over the possibility of developing an artificial pitch in the middle field.

**Memorial plaque** The cost of the plaque for the commemorative stone outside Holy Trinity Church was estimated at under £5,000.

**Dog control** MBC consulted residents about the possibility of introducing measures to combat irresponsible behaviour by dog owners.

**Dog waste bins** RJP Cleaning Services noted that the charge for emptying dog waste bins would increase by 50p per bin per visit. This was considered reasonable.

**Traffic volume** Michelle Hutchinson called the parish council regarding unacceptable high volumes of traffic using Forge Lane.

**Audit reports** David Buckett had contacted various parish councils, including Coxheath, to apologise for the delay in submitting this year’s internal audit reports. The delay was caused by personal family problems.

**Play area inspection** Maidstone Borough Council Safety Inspector reported the need to repair a gate spring holder and to replace a shackle bush on the junior swings.

**Scam warnings** Doorstep criminals had been selling household cleaning products. There were reports of mis-sold lease agreements for park home sites, whereby members of the public were told they could live on a site for 12 months when the maximum is only 10 months. Bogus callers had been claiming to represent SSAFA (Soldiers, Sailors and Airmen Families Association).

**East Farleigh**

**Railway** The clerk received a reply from South Eastern Railway, saying that the possibility of a timetable change to avoid a two-train situation at the level crossing would be considered.

**McDonald’s** The clerk wrote to McDonald’s about a mobile litter patrol but had had no response.

**Lollipop system** A resident suggested a lollipop system for pedestrians using the bridge, whereby they take a lollipop as they walk across which warns drivers that a pedestrian is there. They then leave it in a box at the other side for the next person to use.

**Parking** Car parking at the end of Kilnbridge Close, at its junction with Lower Road, was deemed dangerous.

**Air quality** Members agreed that they need diffusion tubes to monitor air quality near the Horsewash at the Bull crossings near the triangle.

**Flood plan** Cllrs Hussein and Wilson worked with Jenny Nernman at the Environment Agency on doing a dry run of the flood plan. The flood pod had been moved to a dangerously inaccessible position and it was agreed to arrange a new site.

**Defibrillator** The clerk had ordered square pads and a prep kit for the Old School Hall defibrillator. A quote was received from the Community Heartbeat Trust for the installation of a defibrillator in the Gallants Lane phone box. The unlocked option was £1,650.

**Village car park** Cllr Peter Beasley felt the weed growth needed doing urgently and Pearson’s had been contracted to do it for £588.

**Footpaths** The clerk was asked to re-report the damaged gate on KM38 near The Horseshoes.

**Speedwatch** A new portable speed indicator device had been in operation at the East Farleigh Club site and would be moved to a new location. Just under 400 vehicles were observed, 35 were reported for speeds over...
35mph, and 17 over 40mph. All were first-time offences.

Fete Roughly £1,300 profit was made for the benefit of the village. Cllr Alan White congratulated the church on the work they had done cleaning up the wall on Station Hill.

Headcorn

Resignation Members heard that Cllr Angela D’Urso had resigned. The clerk would advise MBC and when the vacancy was confirmed, the parish council would be seeking to co-opt a new councillor.

Police matters There had been an assault on householders in the early hours of Monday, August 6. Kent Police was investigating. The chair said there had been an attempted break-in at the store, but access had not been gained due to the new security arrangements. The police had been informed.

Hammerstream MBC had confirmed that someone was living at the site, which was in breach of the injunction. The person had said they would not leave the land until they were evicted. MBC had now started the eviction process.

Southern Water The work in Kings Road had started, and a small number of complaints had been received about inconvenience.

Dawkes Meadow The clerk was to follow up completion of the work promised – replacement of the footpath section of the PRGW. The vehicular section would be patched.

Debrillator The installation on the wall of the Heart of Kent Hospice shop had been confirmed and was due to start shortly. The chair said she had heard talk of a national database of defibrillators, as the ambulance service currently was not aware of where they were. The clerk was asked to let the Kent service know the location of the Headcorn ones.

Old School Nursery The Community Right to Bid application had been filed with MBC. The chair stressed that KCC Cllr Shellina Prendergast was working hard to reach both a temporary and a long-term solution.

Highways The Kent Highways Improvement Plan was discussed. The chair noted that, as the cost of speed surveys was lower than anticipated, and Cllr Prendergast was willing to fund one from her member’s grant, three surveys would be sought – two on the A274 and one on Lenham Road. The clerk would circulate the plan when it had been submitted to KCC Highways.

Surrender Field The clerk had written noting concerns of the council about the fact that trains were no longer sounding their whistles when approaching a footpath. However, a response said risk assessments confirmed that whistle notices were no longer necessary and would not be replaced.

$10k funding A couple of projects were being pursued. These were the purchase of equipment for the mowing of grass areas and the dredging of Spires Ash.

Road closures Emails had been received expressing concern over the lack of co-ordination of roadworks resulting in road closures and traffic gridlock in the village. The matters would be addressed in the Highways Improvement plan.

Road repair Bovis had completed the repair on the A274 but it had not worked and the dip in the road was worse than before. The clerk had alerted Highways.

Sunken drains Emails had been received about noise generated when HGVs crossed sunken drain covers. This would be included on the highways improvement plan.

Speedwatch The clerk asked councillors if they could each find one person to volunteer. The group had four members and new volunteers were vital to keep it going.

Animal waste The chair reported that the Green Wicket Sanctuary had been seen to be disposing of animal waste in Headcorn Parish bins. The clerk had spoken to the sanctuary and explained that they needed to have a commercial waste collection. The matter would be reported to environmental health teams.

Loose

New member The chairman welcomed Jane Butler to the parish council.

Noise complaints There had been several complaints about noise with regards to the Chequers and the Beer Barn. MBC was aware of the situation and was monitoring complaints.

PSCo Martin Chivers is moving on to another department within the PCSO team. He had enjoyed his time working in Loose. He will be replaced by Ross Russell.

Police report Two vehicle-related tickets had been issued and a stolen car was seized.

Parking The inconsiderate parking at the start and end of the school day was being tackled by naming and shaming the culprits, taking photos of inappropriate parking, reporting incidents on 101, and reminding parents via the newsletter not to park inappropriately.

SMART WillAct had joined forces with the Maidstone Action Group for Infrastructure Change (MAGIC) to form a combined voice to Local Authorities, whilst suggesting solutions for infrastructure problems in Maidstone.

Speedwatch At the last session, 528 cars were observed, with three being reported for driving in excess of 40mph.

New shed The planning application for the shed on Brooks Field was approved. Ted Davis advised that the architect had been instructed to prepare the plans for building regulations.

Village fete The mayor had attended Loose Fete, which featured vintage cars. Although the local Vets4Pets had changed ownership, the sponsorship would continue this year.

Rehabilitation work The clerk had received an email from Maidstone Community Rehabilitation Company (Maidstone Probation) to see if the parish council would be interested in the Community Payback Service Scheme.

Marden

Newsletter A library of photographs still needed to be put together and Cllr Newton was asked to pass on any he thought would be suitable to the clerk.

Traffic lights The lights opposite the railway station had not been working. It had been reported and the situation was being monitored.

Station A pothole had appeared at the entrance to the station car park and trees were said to be obscuring the CCTV on the down platform. The clerk would report this.

Staplehurst

Footpath KM312 Members noted the deputy clerk’s report containing an update on the anticipated legal fees relating to the transfer of land to the parish council. It was agreed to increase the sum allowed for the parish council’s own legal fees from £600 to £1,000 to cover fees and disbursements.

Grass-cutting Forestry First had agreed to take over the grass-cutting on the parish council’s land between Chestnut Street and High Street at the price charged by the previous contractor.

Parish council surgeries The surgery heard that construction vehicles had damaged vehicles near Slaney Road. An issue of inconsiderate parking outside Homeleigh and the school had been taken up with the company and the PCSO. It was agreed that Headcorn Road that needed cutting had been referred to residents and KCC. The issue of speed and the possibility of a 20mph limit in the residential area was raised and Speedwatch was notified. A meeting would be held with Kent Highways. The provision of a bin at Wimpey Field was considered, as were “Take litter home” signs. The disappearance of the bin from the junction of Thatcher Road and Bathurst Road was reported to Maidstone Borough Council. There was praise for the new paving at the Parade.

Surrender Field The clerk and the caretaker had initiated some repairs and repainting at Surrender Field.

Street cleaning The meeting heard that the street-cleaning service was being delivered efficiently, but it was questioned whether or not the parish council should be providing such a service. It was said to extend and enhance the MBC service and the cleaning dirt and fallen leaves from entering the drains. However, it meant parishioners were paying twice for street cleaning, and there were other priorities for parish council resources. It was resolved by a majority vote to terminate the contract.

Neighbourhood Plan It was noted that the items nominated for consideration as community assets were Bell Lane public conveniences and the defibrillator at the library. The parish council held a lease of the toilet premises until 2028 and the defibrillator did not meet the criteria as a community asset.

Station regeneration The meeting heard that MBC was looking to commission studies regarding the regeneration of the station area. Cllr Burnham had met SouthEastern, who had advised that some more immediate works had been proposed, including additional seating, new litter bins, and heritage gates at the eastern car park.

Inconsiderate parking Cllr Symes said Headcorn Parish Council had installed A-boards in some locations to discourage inconsiderate parking, which had been positively received. The subject had been submitted to Community Enhancement Group for discussion.
GREEN BOX
RECYCLING

SKIP HIRE
Commercial & Domestic
Recycling Services

Book Online
Order your skip via secure
24hr online book facility

4 yard skip £192 inc vat
6 yard skip £228 inc vat
8 yard skip £264 inc vat
12 yard skip £360 inc vat

Many more services available
See website for details

01233 660 099
www.gboxkent.com

QUOTE
DOWNS MAIL

Skip Hire
Roll On/Offs
Road Permits Arranged
Waste Recycling Facility
Reach more people than ever before www.downsmailbusinessdirectory.co.uk

Downs Mail Classified

Contact our sales team…

01622 630 330

Reach up to 80,000 households every month

Appliance Repairs

**ALL DOMESTIC APPLIANCE REPAIR SERVICE**
with fully qualified engineer
All makes of washing machines, fridges, freezers, vacuum cleaners, t/dryers, dishwashers, elec ovens.
✓ All work guaranteed
✓ Free estimates and call out
01622 673113
Anytime: 07831 557677

Downs Mail Business Directory

Advertise from as little as **£4.00** per month
Call 01622 630330 or visit our website for more details
www.downsmail.co.uk

Builders Plans

**DO YOU NEED PLANNING PERMISSION OR BUILDING REGULATIONS FOR AN EXTENSION, LOFT CONVERSION OR EVEN A BRAND NEW HOME?**
**CALL US ON 01622 812868 OR GO TO**
www.johnchilds.com
**for our best prices EVER!**

Bathroom Installers

**NO CALL OUT CHARGE & FREE QUOTES**

For all your plumbing needs
General Repairs • New Taps
• Toilet & Cistern Repairs

Bath & Shower Installation
• Leaks & Fault Finding

Call Gary 07738 902116
01622 736266

Carpenters

**WOOD WORKS**

FULL CARPENTRY SERVICE FROM DECKING TO DOORS,
KITCHENS & FLOORS.
ALL JOBS BIG & SMALL.

**MAKING THE BEST OF WOOD IN AND AROUND THE HOME**

CALL Cliff on 07940 854927

Chimney Maintenance

**H & G Chimney Services**

Chimney sweeping service • Long established • ICS registered
Complete re-builds • All pots-cowls supplied & fitted
Wood & Metal flues supplied & fitted
01622 739439 07860 318166 info@chimneysweepkent.co.uk

Clean Sweep

Brush & vacuum Wood burners and flues supplied and fitted
All work certified to cover insurance All work insured
Pest control available Camera inspections available
Weddings attended Member of the ICS HETAS approved

Contact Kevin Bovis
07885 651578 01622 430855
 cleansweepmaidstone@gmail.com

We accept payment by
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**Cleaning Services**

"WE CLEAN OVENS!"

Using van mounted cleaning tanks, your oven hob and extractor is cleaned to showroom shine without smell, mess or fuss. 1000’s of delighted local customers.

Oven cleaning from just £49

Please call James on 01622 616186

www.ovenwizards.com

To place your advertisement in our classified pages please call our dedicated classified team on 01622 630330

**Garden services**

**ARBOUR TREE SURGERY**

Trust your local experts at all aspects of tree work

Felling • Pruning
Hedge Cutting
Stump Grinding

Fully Insured and Qualified
Free No Obligation Written Quotation

01622 759119 07771 970570

www.arbourtreesurgery.co.uk

**FAIRVIEW FARM**

Tree Maintenance & Garden Services

for a helping hand with:-

Tree Surgery - Crown Reduction, Felling, Pruning, Hedge & Shrub - Trimming, Clearance
Seasoned Logs Supplied
Mowing (Lawns)

Fully Insured

For a friendly & professional service & advice

Please call:- 01622 743428

Mob:- 07817 514733

**Computing Services**

Got Computer Problems?

Get it fixed - fast & friendly service, No Call-Out charges

- Virus/Malware Detection & Removal
- PC/ Laptop Repairs, Upgrades & Installation
- Wireless & Broadband Issues & Configuration
- Networking
- ... and much more

Over 30 Years IT Experience

Contact Mark on:

Tel: 01622 859969 (Lorham) Mob: 07867 905522

Email: mark@mscompserve.com

**Electricians**

**ELECTRICIAN ATLANTIC ELECTRICAL**

For all your electrical needs
Fuseboards, Re-Wires, Certificates
NICEIC Part P Registered
Free Estimates, Friendly Service
Fully Insured, 25yrs Experience

Call Steve 01622 747257
Mobile 07985 474176

Uplands, Maidstone ME14 9PA

**J Norris Electrical Contractor**

All aspects of domestic electrical work undertaken by a trusted and qualified electrician with 20 years experience.

- Free no obligation quotes
- No job too large or small

Tel: 07966 511408
Tel: 01634 520598
E-mail: jnorriselectrical@gmail.com

**Fencing services**

**Fence me in & alot more**

All types of Fencing & Gates Installed & Repairs
All Aspects of Garden Services, Landscapes, Decking, Patios, Pathways & Pavings
Regular Contracs, Lawn Mowing, Hedge Cutting etc.

Call Colin on 07521 377306 or 01622 853978

**Harris Services**

Local Family Business

**Harris Services**

For a free site survey call:

01622 527106 07788 532926

**Dr. Tiles**

Free Estimates | Fully Insured | 01233 840624

Visit our full range of stock online

**Need help with your oven hob and extractor is cleaned to showroom shine without smell, mess or fuss. 1000’s of delighted local customers.**

Oven cleaning from just £49

Please call James on 01622 616186

www.ovenwizards.com

To place your advertisement in our classified pages please call our dedicated classified team on 01622 630330

**Fencing services**

**Fence me in & alot more**

All types of Fencing & Gates Installed & Repairs
All Aspects of Garden Services, Landscapes, Decking, Patios, Pathways & Pavings
Regular Contracs, Lawn Mowing, Hedge Cutting etc.

Call Colin on 07521 377306 or 01622 853978

**All Types – Repair/Renew**

Est 25 YEARS
FREE ESTIMATES

01622 232860 07931 368710

www.lwallondfencingcontractors.co.uk

**For all current vacancies see page 43**
Logs

- LOGS -

Four-year seasoned apple logs
£100 load – £125 load
Any moisture test welcome on delivery.
Also other hardwoods available
FREE DELIVERY – FREE STACKING SERVICE
Call Maidstone office: 01622 813750
or Mobile: 07854 615667

Seasoned Hardwood Logs

Logman Energy

logmanenergy@yahoo.com
www.logmanenergy.co.uk
Mob 0773468 0671

For all makes of
Wood burning Stoves
and Open Fires

Call our sales team now· 01622 630 330

Painting & Decorating

MALCOLM ROBERTS
Over 25 years’ experience of
maintaining people’s homes.
A friendly, reliable service.
Painting & decorating,
Wall Papering, Tiling
and all aspects of DIY.
CALL MALCOLM
ON 01634 308067
Mob: 07788 142576
FOR A FREE QUOTATION

Rathbone Decorating Services

Painting & Decorating
Interior & Exterior
Works Undertaken
• Free Estimates • Friendly Personal Services
• Domestic and Commercial • Qualified Tradesman
Tel 01622 721491 or Mobile: 07753 487796

Plastering

D K PLASTERING

All plastering work carried out
• Excellent Work • Excellent Prices •
FREE Quotes
Email: dk.plastering@hotmail.co.uk
Call David 01622 728494
Mobile: 07974 891795

Plumbing & Heating

Gavin Francis
Central Heating Installations ex British Gas
• Combi Boilers Fitted £1600
• Up to 7 Year Warranty
• All Heating Problems Fixed
• Bath & Shower Installations
• No Call Out Charge • Free Quotes

NO CALL OUT CHARGE FREE ESTIMATES

For all your plumbing needs
General Repairs • New Taps
• Toilet & Cistern Repairs
Bath & Shower Installation
• Leaks & Fault Finding
Call Gary 07738 902116
01622 736266

We accept payment by

Roofing Services

A.P.S Ltd
Roofing & Chimney Services
• New roofs & repairs
• Slating/tiling/lead work
• Chimney rebuild/repairs
• Pointing
• Guttering Services
Free estimates & all work guaranteed
0800 0232665/01622 729600

Rec'd all editions online at our new website www.downsmail.co.uk
Skip Hire

D.T. SKIP HIRE
Over 20 Years Experience Prices from £110+VAT
01622 843511 01233 623721
Sunnyridge Farm, Water Lane, West Meil, Ashford, Kent TN25 4JJ

01233 660 099
www.gboxkent.com

SKIP HIRE
Commercial & Domestic Recycling Services

Book Online
Order your skip via secure 24hr online book facility
4 Yard Skip £192 inc Vat
6 Yard Skip £228 inc Vat
8 Yard Skip £264 inc Vat
12 Yard Skip £360 inc Vat

Many more services available. See website for details

Waste Services

D. BODY LTD
Waste Collection

Cesspool Emptying
Septic Tanks
Drain Clearing
Sludge Removal
Treatment Plants
Gulleys & Forecourts
High Pressure Jetting

01622 631688 24Hr - 7 Days A Week Prompt & Friendly Service
The Paddock, Getting Hill, Maidstone, Kent

01474 812005
BARNSIDE, WROTHAM ROAD, MEOPHAM
www.softwaterservices.co.uk
enquiries@softwaterservices.co.uk

LOCAL NEWS
UPDATED DAILY
EVENTS - SERVICES & INFORMATION - ITEMS FOR SALE
www.downsmail.co.uk
Your community website
Recruitment

Calling all high achievers!!!!

After initial training would you like to be earning £40k pa or more??

We are looking for people with vision to join the next wave of candidates for our vehicle retailing training program.

This career path doesn’t need previous vehicle retailing experience, but would suit a person with bags of enthusiasm, who is passionate about customer care and may have had previous retail experience in other sectors.

Not for the faint of heart, shy and scared to speak to people, or computer novice

Initially send your CV, with a brief covering statement as to why you should be joining our progressive vehicle retailing group, expanding due to customer demand, by the 31st August.

customerservices@vanwisegroup.com
01279 444 994

Successful candidates will be contacted during Sept for interview

On the Road

Leisure

Health & Beauty

WANTED

Model Railways

Any age or condition

Richard 07780 681405

Private collector

ras15h@virginmedia.com

MOBILE HAIRDRESSER

30 years Experience

07961 746749

Follow us on

Facebook

Twitter

ACE

M.O.T. and Clutch Centre

Vehicle Maintenance, Service & M.O.T.

Open Mon – Fri 8:00 – 5:30 Sat 9:00 – 12:00

M.O.T. only Sun 9:00 – 12:00

• Cam belt kits supplied & fitted

• Broken belt damaged repaired

• All makes, petrol & diesel

736 London Road, Larkfield, Kent ME20 6BG

Tel: 01732 870368
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On the Road

SILVERBACK RECOVERY
Car recovery and transportation
Light commercial
Cars for scrap removed
Competitive rates
CALL ROGER ON:
01622 813733 07740 123495

Get your car ready for winter!
CAR BATTERIES FROM £39.99 INC. VAT
Coolant | Oils | Car Care | Service Parts
PS AUTOPARTS
Headcorn, TN27 9SH
www.psautoparts.co.uk 01622 891777

Award winning Kent based car body repair service
We specialise in:
✓ Scuffs
✓ Scratches
✓ Dents
✓ Machine polishing
✓ Insurance work
✓ Lease returns
✓ And more
We can work at:
✓ Your home
✓ Your office
✓ Our workshop

Call: 01622 72 72 63
Email: info@autospraysolutions.co.uk
www.autospraysolutions.co.uk

"At your service"
Cherry Tree Business Estate, Plough Wents Road,
Chart Sutton, Maidstone, ME17 3RY

All servicing work undertaken,
diagnostics, mechanical and
bodywork repairs, MOT
preparation and summer checks.

We specialise in Classic BMWs of ALL ages
We have been servicing, repairing, and restoring BMWs for over 30 years, our staff have over 50 years combined experience, and all have more than 25 years of working with BMWs behind them.

We specialise in Classic BMWs of ALL ages

BMW & BMW Mini Specialist
H & C Motors Ltd.
Independent BMW & Mercedes Vehicle Specialists

Why pay main dealer prices?
Affordable, advanced technology servicing

01622 752364
www.handcmotors.co.uk
19-25 Rawdon Road, Maidstone, ME15 6PT

Servicing & Repairs while you wait, close to town centre
Dealer Level Diagnostics
MOTs by appointment
Free Courtesy Car by Appointment
Air Conditioning Specialists
Convertible Hood Specialists
Over 70 years’ of combined experience and accredited training with local main dealers
We service all makes & models

H & C Motors Ltd.
Servicing & Repairs while you wait, close to town centre
Dealer Level Diagnostics
MOTs by appointment
Free Courtesy Car by Appointment
Air Conditioning Specialists
Convertible Hood Specialists
Over 70 years’ of combined experience and accredited training with local main dealers
We service all makes & models

Special Offer
HB511 with sliding windows
Carries two horses up to 17.2 hands

Only £5250
RRP £5904

Open: 8.30-6pm Monday to Saturday, Closed Sunday.
John Page Trailers Ltd. Tenterden Road, Biddenden, Kent, TN27 8BH

01580 291088
www.johnpagetrailers.co.uk

Kent’s official distributor for Ifor Williams Trailers

“We carry your load”
Too noisy to enjoy a meal out

MAILMARKS
DENNIS FOWLE President
dennisfowle28@gmail.com

One is the old Granada cinema site at the bottom of Gabriels Hill – an eyesore for so long. I had hoped The Mall shopping centre would expand into this area, but town centre retail is so depressed that this now seems very unlikely.

Residential seems the most likely answer to a problem we need to see solved. It would be a well-located place to live, especially for those not using a car.

Another proposal is for Len House, Mill Street, lining the River Len. This grade II-listed building dates back to 1937 and is seen as no longer fit-for-purpose by the car dealers planning a move to Park Wood business estate.

It is looking very sad and neglected nowadays, in what should be one of the most attractive areas of our town. Attractively-designed apartments with a Meaningful river frontage could look superb on this site – a wonderful place to live, again probably for non-drivers.

Neither of these would be huge developments – but the full proposal for more than 1,000 flats etc in the town centre is a different matter. Maidstone councillors are rightly concerned that in our overcrowded town, there are not the infrastructure and vital services to support another huge increase in our town centre population.

We have to meet Government demands for new housing, but I do not favour much of this in urban Maidstone. There is talk of new developments/villages with their own infrastructure and this makes much more sense to me, despite opposition from countryside organisations.

Crowded crematorium

PARKING has been enlarged and much improved at Maidstone Borough Council’s crematorium – but the real problem remains.

The crematorium itself seats fewer than 100 mourners and I have been embarrassed too many times at bigger funerals by serious overcrowding. So often mourners are the older generation in need of a seat but left to stand at the back or in the corridor – or unable even to enter the building.

It is a problem that has been ignored for too long and Maidstone deserves better.

MONTHS OF ROAD CLOSURE HELL

IT ALL started with the heavy snow during the winter and things in Gatland Lane have deteriorated ever since.

After the snow, residents of Gatland Lane and its surrounding roads had to negotiate the “surface of the moon” to avoid damaging their cars’ suspension, such was the state of the road.

We made constant pleas to the county and borough councils for help and, eventually, the road was marked. The surface was to be attended to and the road closed for four days for work. And the day before, the A26 Tonbridge Road collapsed.

Ever since, Gatland Lane has been turned into a busy thoroughfare with open backed vans/lorries bouncing their cargo through the road calming cushions at 4am and waking the residents.

Getting out of our drive is a dangerous manoeuvre as nobody takes notice of the speed limit and everybody is in such a rush that to leave between 7.30 and 9.30am is hazardous.

We understand the problems that the A26 has presented and the inevitability of the use of Gatland Lane but, would it be so far from reality to expect users to have some consideration for the residents?

We are then faced with the ongoing problem of Jubilee School. Gatland Lane has always been a fairly quiet backwater, with residents mainly being on the upper side of 50. What the school has introduced is a total anathema to this environment

with aggressive parents prepared to justify, verbally and physically, blocking residents’ drives. The level of parking is a real hazard – and the school is only 60% full of its present limit of 210 pupils.

We welcome the opening of the Tonbridge Road!

Gareth Owen, via email

BUS COMPLAINT FRUSTRATION

I THOUGHT readers might be interested in the difficulty we have had making a complaint against Arriva buses.

We do not have a computer, but you are expected to do it online. We wanted to highlight the fact that the No 7 should have got to our stop at 12.50pm. However, it did not arrive, so we had to get the next bus at 1.50pm.

This is not the first time. On several occasions in the past, the bus has failed to arrive.

This is why I am writing to you, in the hope that Arriva will take notice and something will get done.

G Trotter, Bearsted

HOMES ON BORDERS

TONBRIDGE & Malling Borough Council has received an application from Gladman Developments to build 840 dwellings in Hermitage Lane, Aylesford.

This site is on the borough boundary between Maidstone and Tonbridge & Malling and, should approval be granted by this council, it will have repercussions for the residents in Allington.

There will be two access roads, one onto the A20 at the 20/20 roundabout and White Post Field into Hermitage Lane which can only increase the congestion on these two major roads.

The infrastructure is already poor in this area, with schools and doctor’s surgeries over-subscribed. Recently, two surgeries in the Allington area closed, leaving 5,000 patients without doctors until the surgery was replaced by a practice from the town centre.

Although S106 payments will be paid by the developer towards infrastructure budgets, these will go to Tonbridge & Malling Council, but it is inevitable there will be an overspill of residents from this estate using the schools, doctors and dentists in the Allington area.

It is therefore essential that there are cross boundary discussions between Maidstone Borough Council, Kent County Council and Tonbridge & Malling to ensure this does not happen without some budgetary recompense.

The masterplan for this application has no provision or land safeguarded for a GP or new medical centre. More than 2,000 new patients could therefore fall within the Maidstone Borough Council area, which is already at breaking point.

The increase in traffic along the A20 to the M20 roundabout, already a bottleneck, will not be resolved unless a new railway
bridge across the A20 is provided to allow the A20 London Road to be widened.

The access road from White Post Field into Hermitage Lane will increase an already congested road and serious consideration should be given to land from the Gladman Development being made available to increase the width of Hermitage Lane to two-lane traffic from the A20 to Barming station, although this benefit will be reduced by the bridge at this point.

Apart from this development, a representative for Clarendon Homes has already sent letters to Allington residents asking for their views on the proposed development on land known as Bunyard’s Farm. If approval is given it is intended to use the Beaver Road access into A20 London Road, which will mean even more congestion.

Both these developments are unsustainable and would benefit only TMBC, because they would receive S106 payments from the developers.

Other questions being raised by local people are, with so much development in and around Allington, will the sewage farms be able to cope with all the extra effluent? Is Barming station able to cope with the influx of travellers? Will the car park be able to cope?

New Allington Action Group (NAAG)

Brexit vote democratic

I FEEL I should write in reply to D Hackett’s letter in the September issue.

In respect of his suggestion that a 66% (referendum) vote should have been required, I think we should remember that, after a huge amount of publicity, people had an opportunity to vote. If people chose not to vote, that is their choice and, in effect, their vote.

We should also remember that more than twice as many people voted in the referendum as in our normal general elections. It was therefore truly representative of the public’s intentions.

Furthermore, 3.5% more people voted to leave, which is a similar margin to many of our general elections, none of which has been called into question as being too close to allow. It is called democracy.

I think it’s important to remember that the government offered the public a referendum. I believe they then attempted to frighten the public into voting remain. Had the government decided to allow the public a free vote, without project fear, I think the result would have been a far greater vote to leave.

Mr Hackett describes the 17 million British people who voted to leave as thinking “on the basis of a glorious return to the days when we had an empire”. Personally, the people I spoke to regarding the referendum were intelligent, thoughtful and very aware of the magnitude of the potential result. They also considered the direction the EU is heading in, and reached a decision. They then voted, as is their right.

Regarding his point about the EU and the European Customs Union, I think people were aware that the two things are intrinsically linked, in the same way that a driving licence and a car are linked. You can’t really have one without the other.

The UK is primarily a services-based economy, whilst the EU is not. The UK exports 56% of goods outside the EU already, and yet I don’t see the queues of lorries etc we are regularly warned against. The UK imports 54% of goods from the EU and manages to import the other 46% from the rest of the world without any undue issues.

Whilst we are often warned against a no deal scenario, we need to remember that no deal is not actually an option. We have two options – a deal with the EU and a deal on WTO terms, something that many other countries around the world manage. Even the EU trades under WTO rules. We should remember that the EU has very, very few trade agreements with countries outside the EU, and yet manages to trade quite comfortably with countries around the world.

I feel that this government, which has never been in favour of leaving, has continued the same project fear that existed before the referendum. However, they should remember that the voters weren’t fooled then, and I don’t think they will be this time either.

We live in a democracy. The public voted to leave. If the people who run our country refuse to deliver, or decide that the public “didn’t really know what they voted for” and ignore us, then we don’t actually live in a democracy. If that happens, however you voted, it is a very sad day for the UK.

P Grove, Maidstone

Look elsewhere for balance

IN RESPONSE to K G Banks’ comments in Downs Mail August edition, being an (unusual for an 80-year-old) passionate “remoaner”, I agree with all the points expressed in his letter.

However, I would respectfully point out that Dennis Fowle is highly unlikely to have many, if any, Guardian-reading friends. Amongst others, the Daily Mail and Telegraph more accurately reflect his views.

Those wishing for more factually-balanced coverage of EU matters should consider the BBC news, together with the Guardian/Observer and Private Eye.

Roy Datson, Bearsted

Wrong place for surgery

I AM appalled to hear that the new medical centre at Hill Farm has been approved.

Developers and land owners have swallowed up the sites nearer to the village centre, leaving little option as to where the medical centre can be built.

There are quite a few concerns regarding the proposal, pavements are either inadequate or non-existent.

The junction at Linton crossroads was obviously designed by a complete idiot, who had no conception of the current width of modern vehicles.

The width of the exit onto the A229 may well have been adequate in the days of the horse and cart, but it now becomes a logjam if a wide vehicle is waiting to turn towards Linton Hill.

On the upside, the congestion caused will stop or slow the traffic so that patients can cross the road to the new surgery.

Mick Sloman, via email

The five editions of the Downs Mail are delivered to 90% of households in the Maidstone and Malling area, reaching over 190,000 readers every month.

Maidstone North ◆ Maidstone South ◆ Maidstone East ◆ Maidstone Weald ◆ Malling

Current and archived editions are also free to read online at www.downsmail.co.uk
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Mail Publications Ltd
Forge House
Bearsted Green Business Park
Bearsted, Maidstone ME14 4DT
NO GIMMICKS!
NO MISLEADING OFFERS!
TOP QUALITY PRODUCTS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES!

windows : doors : conservatories

Sorry no buy one get one free. No 70% off list price
Just the keenest prices around

www.southernglassmaidstone.co.uk

NEW SHOWROOM NOW OPEN
Monday to Friday 8am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm
1a Brunswick Street East
Maidstone ME15 7UX
01622 686732

WE DO NOT employ pushy salesmen on commission. WE DO employ our own fitters.
WE DO insure all our guarantees for peace of mind. WE DO give prices over the phone.